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The mission of The Settlers High School is to provide a broad and balanced education which will produce young adults who 
have the skills and the confidence to meet the challenges of life in South African society. Our aim is to promote a sensitivity 
towards the needs and mores of the greater community in which we live and a commitment to serve and improve our society. 
Above all, we aim to develop young people with self-discipline, independent thinking and a sound set of values, so that they 
will be able to realize their individual potential. In this way, pupils of The Settlers High School will be able to enrich others in 
their future working and social environment.
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This has been a year of spectacular successes but also 
challenging and heart breaking moments. On the one hand we 
celebrated the fine achievements of our learners provincially, 
nationally and internationally, on the other the reality of life’s 
brevity was brought home to us as we were stunned by the 
sudden passing of a grade eight learner and, later, a grade 
twelve learner after a short illness. The news of the demise of 
our founding Headmaster also saddened us immensely. We 
offer our heartfelt condolences to the families of the learners 
and former principal. This was truly a year of contrasts.

Each of the chapters in this edition documents the success 
stories which fill us with pride. While the teachers and 
learners were engaging in all the usual frenetic activity which 
characterise a year at The Settlers, we embarked on one of 
our most ambitious projects since the school’s founding. 
As part of the Model School project in the e-Learning Game 
Changer of the Western Cape Education Department, we 
rolled out tablets to each of our learners and upgraded all 
our teaching venues to smart classroom status. The previous 
two years had been dedicated to preparation and training 
so as to ensure a seamless exercise in transformation to an 
e-learning pioneering site. In 2018 the implementation phase 
was successfully driven to its conclusion and the learners 
and educators took well to the new style of teaching and 
learning. A blended methodology incorporating both the 
old and the new appears to work best and the curriculum is 
delivered in a manner most efficiently and well suited to the 
styles of the academic staff and the learning techniques of 
our diverse learner body. The new tools of instruction offer 
the opportunity to tailor a bespoke manner of curriculum 
delivery which enhances effectiveness.

A wonderful aspect of school life is the extent to which The 
Settlers commits itself to educating everyone who ventures 
onto our precincts. Teachers are trained in new ways of 
teaching, learners actively participate in the learning process, 
non-academic staff are actively engaged in training and 
personal development, and parents have opportunities 
to serve in areas that are unrelated to their own world of 
work. The e-learning project afforded some of our learners 
the opportunity to demonstrate their skill and extend their 
initiative and inventiveness, by writing programs for the 
hugely complex administrative requirements such large scale 
monitoring entails. This is truly a learning institution.

Some of the highlights of our year, reflected in the Principal’s 
Report and the Memorable Events, involved the return to 
the school of Past Pupils who have been successful in their 
professional spheres, visits by the Premier of the Western 
Cape, high ranking Western Cape Education Department 
officials and post-graduate students at illustrious academic 

institutions. We regularly host delegations and fact-finding 
groups who desire to learn about best practice and we, in 
turn, visit other institutions to learn how they do things. This 
is a living entity and we learn and teach all the time.

Not only is this a place which all who enter do so to learn 
and those who leave do so to serve, but it is a school with 
remarkable Spirit. Ask any learner and teacher to pinpoint a 
highlight of their school year and he or she will readily refer 
to the Inter-schools Athletics, the Inter-house Athletics, the 
School Gala, the annual Musical Production and the Settlers-
Fairmont Contact. All of these activities have features in 
common, namely, mass participation, audience and spectator 
involvement and a sense of cameraderie and a familial bond. 
The Settlers Spirit is indeed something to behold!

This is a school which is also fully in touch with the broader 
community it serves. Cognizant of the ephemeral nature of 
traditions, societal norms and the body politic in the country, 
the school embraces change and, although it holds certain 
traditions very dear, it adapts to the reality of the day. Every 
decade or so it engages in soul-searching and introspection 
and seriously considers all facets of school life. A long process 
of analysis of the school symbols led the School Council and 
Governing Body to rework the school song this year. The 
lyrics were amended to reflect more accurately the current 
school community and the new song will be sung next year to 
the same music score which has endured for more than fifty 
years. Name changes and the symbolism of the logo and flags 
were retained, as these still reflect the ethos embraced by our 
community and were felt to be inoffensive in their broader 
interpretation. The house names, for example, represent 
figures who clashed with the colonial authorities in their day 
over the right to free speech, freedom of the press and who 
were staunchly opposed to slavery and worked assiduously 
to ensure that it was brought to an end. The Settlers’ name 
itself could be broadly interpreted to mean not only the 
1820 contingent who established themselves in the Eastern 
Cape, but also all folk who settle in an area. This opinion 
expressed by the majority of School Council members and 
also parents who workshopped the issue of school symbols, 
and the overwhelming majority of the school community who 
participated in the surveys, felt this way and the Governing 
Body respects that opinion. This does not mean that these 
matters will never be debated again, but for the moment, it is 
only the school song that has been changed.

This is a dynamic school. It is a school that embraces 
transformative change. It is above all a centre of learning. It is 
such a school that is reflected in the pages of this year book.

PAuL M HAuPT 

Editorial
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Message from our principal
I would like to reflect on this rollercoaster year with its up and 
downs, highly successful in many aspects, but challenging and 
difficult.

The challenging times of the year were heart-breaking. We bid 
sad farewell to two learners, Daniel Thyssen and Athenkosi 
Silinga, who passed away tragically within two months of each 
other. Our founding Headmaster, Mr Hobbs, also passed away 
in term two, at the age of 92. 

To many of us, this school has become our home-away-from-
home, where we become tied up in the daily grind of teaching, 
tests, exams, deadlines, to name but a few of the many varied 
facets that make up our school.  It is only when there is an 
opportunity to compare ourselves to other schools that we 
realise just how privileged we are to attend The Settlers, or 
to work here, and appreciate what a special place this school 
actually is.

I had a number of opportunities this year to witness this 
‘something special’ and to hear it from some unlikely sources, 
and experience it myself.

Many past parents will tell you how grateful they are that their 
child attended this school.  They back it up by sharing how the 
school and its ethos have contributed to the success story of 
their child, success stories in abundance, and covering diverse 
fields such as: 

• entrepreneurship, engineering, accounting, law [master’s 
degree], television 
• in the artistic field - design, stage and screen acting, art 
[recognised in South Africa and in the united States]
• writers -  poet, novelist, journalist 
• music – particularly jazz, both nationally and internationally
• sportsmen and women in national teams – competing, 
managing and coaching     

Our past pupils do indeed stand out head and shoulders above 
their peers in whatever career field they decide to pursue. 

The Dean of the Economic Management Sciences Faculty - at 
one of our local universities commented that if she were the 
recruiting officer she would take in only Settlers High School 
learners as our school produces the highest number of top 
candidates in this particular faculty.

Few schools can tell a story that more than one of their learners 
was admitted into medical school in successive years. For The 
Settlers the story is very different:  In 2015, five learners were 
admitted to medical school, in 2016 also five, and in 2017 there 
were four learners admitted to med school. 

In particular, our learners are sought by each of the major 
universities here in the Western Cape as this school is 
recognised as one of their top feeder schools.  Furthermore, a 
number of bursaries are offered regularly to our past pupils.  In 
2017 alone, our two top learners were awarded bursaries from 
the Openheimer Trust and Allan Grey Fellowship respectively.
I had the singular honour recently to be invited to attend the 
Allan Grey Circle of Excellence Principals’ Conference in Port 
Elizabeth.  This is no ordinary conference, as principals receive 
a very special invitation, extended by the Allan Gray foundation.  
Our school was recognised as one of the few top schools in 
South Africa who belong in this closed circle of [mostly single-
gender] schools which have consistently provided them with 
candidates to their prestigious Allen Grey Bursary fellowship.  
At the awards function of the conference this year, our school 
received a trophy recognising us as the school in South Africa 
which has produced the most Allan Grey Optima Foundation 
fellowships since its inception 10 years ago. 

All these success stories are not only about the top-performing 
children, but they are also about the ordinary learners, both 
past and present. The key question learners should be asking 
is, why have these past pupils been so successful? 

It was the intention of the founding fathers of The Settlers that 
extra-curricular activities beyond the classroom be offered, 
and in the process affording learners a balanced curriculum, 
thus opening possibilities for leadership to the young people 
we serve. Fifty-three years later, this founding principle has not 
changed.  

We believe in servant leadership and offer leadership 
opportunities in abundance to the learners - from the various 
mancos, the RCL and class representatives, prefectship, society 
and sport leadership, house committees, etc. Embrace the 
opportunities we offer.

In the early evening, over weekends and during the holidays, 
this school is still buzzing with activity and never seems to rest.  
You will find young people playing sport or participating in 
societal activities, perhaps extra lessons, rehearsals of varying 
kinds, tutoring, peer counselling, completing homework or 
even just staying here for no other reason than that it is often 
better here than to face the reality at home. The Settlers is 
indeed home away from home for many of our learners - a 
safe place. 

My message to the learners of this school is to please take up 
the opportunities this school offers. The value of this balanced 
involvement in academics, sport, culture and leadership 
must never be under-estimated. This school is not just one-
dimensional.  It is about the need for balance in all that we do.  
Our learners develop into well-rounded and confident young 
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adults who are capable of doing exceptionally well at any 
tertiary institution or in the world of work. The working world 
and the world of study you will enter when you leave here, is not 
looking only for good academic results, but they are recruiting 
individuals who have good emotional intelligence skills.  And it 
is through your engagement in all the opportunities we offer, 
that you will learn those skills, like time management, conflict 
resolution, teamwork, empathy, critical thinking, and many 
other skills.  We are preparing you for your future. 

People come and go in our lives. We bid farewell to a number 
of teachers this year who left TSHS for various reasons, and we 
welcome many new teachers who have joined our ranks.  We 
continue to strive to employ the best teachers we can. 

At the end of this year we will see the end of another era as 
Mr Paul Haupt will be retiring.  It is a singular honour to be his 
colleague and to have worked with him these past two, almost 
three years. After close on 21 years of service to this school, I 
have come to know Mr Haupt as a man of honour and truth, 
an academic and lifelong learner at heart, and someone not 
afraid of new challenges (HP headed up the e-learning project).  
Mr Haupt is a true gentleman with great wisdom, who has a 
wonderful sense of humour, and quick wit. Mr Haupt, we 
salute you.

At TSHS we have been blessed with excellent, dedicated 
teachers of quality:  27 are NSC markers, two of whom are chief 
markers, one a  deputy chief marker, one a senior marker, and 
one is a national examiner; another is a telematics presenter, 
three staff members volunteer at uWC, assisting them with 
tutorials;  7 staff members are currently studying (one PHD); 
10 current staff members are past pupils, and many staff 
had and currently have children at this school.  Our staff are 
also achievers in their own fields of expertise:  Ms Vermeulen 
represented SA at the IFAA World Field Archery Championship 
– she is now ranked 11th in the world and she also achieved 1st 
place in her category.  Mrs Smith and her husband [also dance 
partner] have been invited to participate in the Rumba in the 
Jungle International Dance festival in October;  Mrs Abrahamse 

managed the u/18 hockey SA high performance squad and Mr 
Augustyn coached the u/14 WP girls northern zones hockey 
side. Mrs Johannes is a member of the first Ladies Big Band, 
and they will be performimg at the Cape Town International 
Jazz Festival next year.

I would like pause and shift focus now to thank a host of people 
who help to make this a very special school we can be proud of:
Dear parents, thank you for being there for your child into the 
late evenings, watching them at sport, dropping and picking 
them up after their activities.  I wish to acknowledge your 
contribution.  Thank you.

To the new SGB, under the re-elected leadership of the 
Chairman, Mr Wardle, thank you for your support this year and 
for your endless sacrifices to ensure that we stay on focussed 
on our responsibilities.  

To the PTA, under the leadership of their chairperson, Mrs 
Ahmed, you are indeed a vibrant and hard-working group of 
parents and teachers who work tirelessly to improve the lives 
of our learners through service and various fundraising events. 
I salute and thank you for your selfless dedication.

‘Thank you’ sounds like a cliché, but a busy, vibrant and 
successful school of excellence like ours, needs a very special 
dedicated team.  A thousand ‘thank yous’ to the teaching staff, 
the amenities staff and the administrative staff. Your hard 
work and enthusiasm is truly appreciated.  To the Executive 
Management team, thank you for your commitment to this 
school, your enthusiasm and support. To my cabinet - the 
deputies, Mrs Hall and Mr Smuts, thank you for your support, 
advice, camaradie and sense of humour.  I am indeed humbled 
and honoured to be working with all of you.

We must always remember that it is not us parents, teachers or 
community members who make this school.  It is actually the 
young people at this school. 

MRS S GALLIE
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PRINCIPAL
Mrs S Gallie, BA, PGCE, ACE (Cum Laude) ; LIFE ORIENTATION

DEPUTY PRINCIPALS
Mrs L Hall, BSc, Bed; LIFE SCIENCES, PHYSICAL SCIENCE
Mr H Smuts, BMus (Ed); MuSIC

EXECUTIVE HEADS OF DEPARTMENT
VICE-PRINCIPAL: Mr P Haupt, BA, HDE, Bed; HISTORY
Mrs S Basheer, BSc (Hons), HDE; LIFE SCIENCES, NATuRAL SCIENCE
Mrs B Dyck, BSc, HDE; MATHEMATICS, MATHEMATICAL LITERACY
Mrs M de Kock, BA (Hons), HDE; ENGLISH
Ms T Magson, BA, HDE, Bed; GEOGRAPHY
Mrs L Abrahamse, BA (Hons), MA (Psychology); LIFE ORIENTATION
Ms B Belelie, BA (Hons), PGCE; HISTORY
Mr E Damonse, BA, HDE; AFRIKAANS

HEAD OF DEPARTMENT
Mrs S Heinz, HDE (Commerce) Secondary; ACCOuNTING, EMS

TEACHERS
Mr I Abrahamse, BA (Sport Science), HDE, ACE (Natural Sciences); PHYSICAL EDuCATION, SOCIAL SCIENCE, NATuRAL SCIENCE
Mrs W Adams, BA, HDE; ENGLISH
Mrs N Andrews, HDE IV NG; GEOGRAPHY, TECHNOLOGY
Mr A Augustyn, BA, PGCE; GEOGRAPHY
Mr E Barkhuizen, PGCE, ND Sport Management; TECHNOLOGY, EMS, PHYS ED
Mrs M Biet, BSc (Physical Education), HDE; LIFE SCIENCE, NATuRAL SCIENCES
Mr M Brooks,  BSc, HDE, Med; MATHEMATICS 
Mrs F Clarke-Smith, BA, PGCE;  AFRIKAANS
Mr C Cloete, Bed (EMS); TECHNOLOGY
Ms C Cogill, BSocSC, PGCE; MATHEMATICS
Mr J de Klerk, BSc, PGCE; LIFE SCIENCES, NATuRAL SCIENCE
Ms S de Villiers, BA Fine Art, PGCE; VISuAL ARTS
Mrs C de Vries, BA (Sport Science), Hons (Educational Psychology), PGCE; LIFE ORIENTATION, PHYSICAL EDuCATION, NATuRAL SCIENCE
Mrs T Dumse, BSc, HDE, Bed; MATHEMATICS
Mrs L du Toit, BDram, HDE; AFRIKAANS, LIFE ORIENTATION
Mrs L Engelbrecht, BA (Hons) (Cum Laude), MA (African Languages) (Cum Laude), HDE; AFRIKAANS, LIFE ORIENTATION
Ms P Festile, BSc, PGCE; MATHEMATICS
Mr N Fredericks, BA (Theatre and Performance), PGCE ; ENGLISH
Mrs C Gordon, BA, PGCE; ENGLISH, LIFE ORIENTATION
Mrs A Greeff, BA(HuMAN ECOLOGY) EDuCATION ; CONSuMER STuDIES
Mr D Griffiths, DANCE STuDIES
Mrs B Hendricks, BA, HDE; ENGLISH
Ms V Heslop, BA (Law), HDE;; ENGLISH, ARTS AND CuLTuRE
Mrs D Hurling, BEd (Hons); MATHEMATICS
Mrs J Jacobs, BA Psychology, ND: Drama, LADK, PGCE; DRAMATIC ARTS
Mr P Jacobs, HDE (Commerce); ECONOMICS, EMS
Ms T-L Johannes, BMus (Jazz Studies Specialising in Performance); MuSIC
Mrs L Krige, BMus (Hons); MuSIC

Staff
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Mrs E la Grange, BA, HDE; AFRIKAANS, GEOGRAPHY
Mr J Lacob, B Bus Sci (Econ Hons), PGCE; MATHEMATICS, ECONOMICS
Ms A Lafite, BSc, PGCE; MATHEMATICS 
Ms R Lesch, Bmus (Ed), PGCE; MuSIC
Mrs G Less, HDE IV; LIFE SCIENCES, NATuRAL SCIENCE
Mr W Meyer, BCom, Teacher’s Diploma in Commerce, Further Diploma in Education; ECONOMICS, 
ACCOuNTING
Mrs C Minnie, BA (Hons); ENGLISH 
Mr I Muserere, BSc (Hons), MBA, PGDE; PHYSICAL SCIENCE, MATHEMATICS, NATuRAL SCIENCE
Mrs A Naicker, Bcom, PGCE ; ACCOuNTING, EMS 
Mr A Nicholls, TD (Technical), Dipl. (Sch.Lib), Fitmast (Maths), N6; MATHEMATICS
Mr G Nieuwoudt, Bed (FET:EMS); COMPuTER LITERACY, INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Mrs H Nieuwoudt, BA (Hons); AFRIKAANS
Mr M Nongauza, BSc (Chem), 2PGCE; MATHEMATICS
Mrs M Peacock, BA, PGCE ; HISTORY, GEOGRAPHY
Mr D Sass, BA, BTh(Hons); ECONOMICS, HISTORY
Mr J Sauls, BSc, PGCE; PHYSICAL SCIENCE, NATuRAL SCIENCE
Ms O Smith, BA, PGCE; LIFE ORIENTATION
Mr D Steenkamp, BA, HDE; AFRIKAANS
Mrs C Theunissen, Practical Specialization in Music and Geography IV; CONSuMER STuDIES, TECHNOLOGY
Mr B van Zyl, NDip (Electrical Engineering), NPDE(FET:Technology and Mathematics); TECHNOLOGY, NATuRAL 
SCIENCE
Ms M Vermeulen, BSc (Psychology) (Hons) Cum Laude, PGCE; PHYSICAL SCIENCES
Ms A Walker, BA, PGCE; ENGLISH, AFRIKAANS
Ms K Willemse, BA, PGCE; ENGLISH, AFRIKAANS
Mr R Willis, BA (Hons), BEd, MA, STD; AFRIKAANS, ARTS AND CuLTuRE

NON-ACADEMIC STAFF
Mrs A van den Berg, ND Cost and Management Accounting, Bursar
Mrs B Kleinsmith, ND Information Technology, Computer Administrator
Mr D Vergotine, Management Diploma (Level 1 and 2), Occupational Health and Safety Certificate, Estate 
Manager
Mrs C Davids, PTD (Music), Library, Printing
Mrs D Diederiks, ND Small Business Management & Franchising, Principal’s PA and Human Resources
Mrs N Auerbach, BSc, Med Tech (Chemical Pathology), Laboratory Manager
Mrs N van der Merwe, Secretary
Mrs M Siebert, Secretary
Mrs A Honing, Assistant Bursar
Mrs J Hendricks, Debtors Clerk
Mrs G Baines, Tuckshop
Mr H Priem, ND Horticulture
Mr P Lindoor, Construction Technology Certificate, Artisan (Civil), Rugby Coaching Level 2 Certificate
Mr F Vries, Tiling and Plastering course
Mr P Titus, Tiling and Plastering course
Mr T Geqeba
Mrs L Hendricks, Business Computing and Administration Diploma
Mr J Fisher
Mr W Gcabo, Tiling Phase 2
Mr P Francis, Carpentry course
Mrs T Guda Kosani
Mr J Vermeulen 

Staff

Mrs Gallie 
National Teaching Awards 2018

The Settlers High School is justifiably proud of the Principal, 
Mrs S Gallie, for being nominated by the Circuit Manager, Mr 
Greg King, to participate in the National Teaching Awards in 
the category “Excellence in Secondary School Leadership.” 
To be nominated by one’s school for this prestigious award is 
an honour, but to be nominated by one’s line manager at the 
District Head Office is most unusual and testimony to the high 
regard in which she is held.

Mrs Gallie WON the award at District level and went on to 
represent the district at the Regional level. This is a phenomenal 
achievement in its own right for a Principal who has only filled 
that position for some two to three years. She was the runner-
up at the Regional level and has done us all proud. Mrs Gallie 
has a reputation for superb management and leadership skills 
and the school is rightly proud of her achievement, albeit not 
surprised.
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Tribute to 
Mr Ernest T Hobbs

It is with sadness that The Settlers High School learned of the passing of 
the first Headmaster of the School, Mr. Ernest Hobbs.

Mr. Hobbs was recruited for the position of founding Headmaster of a new 
English Medium school in Bellville/Parow in 1964, after having advanced 
rapidly through the ranks of teacher, senior assistant, vice-principal 
and deputy principal. He had drawn the attention of Cape Education 
Department officials, having shown his ability as an astute administrator 
and academic at Graeme College in the Eastern Cape. At the age of 38 the 
enormous challenge of establishing a new school was thrust upon him 
and he carried out this task with consummate skill.

It was incumbent on him to enroll learners, appoint staff and put in place 
traditions and symbols which would extend beyond his tenure and form 
the basis of a highly regarded institution. Nothing happened by repetition. 
If the headmaster didn’t drive the process, it didn’t happen.

Mr. Hobbs served as Headmaster from 1965 to 1969, the year of the first 
matric class. To his credit the results were outstanding and the top learner, 
Robert Dyer (now a Professor), attained 2nd position in the Cape Senior 
Certificate examination. After having led the school through its founding 
years, this fine educator was appointed as an Inspector of Education. By 
the time he assumed this senior post in education, the school had grown 
from 129 learners to an enrolment of 726.

Over the years Mr. Ernest Hobbs took a keen interest in the further 
progress of the school, returning to address Founders’ Day ceremonies 
and attend celebratory functions. He graciously afforded the author of 
two commemorative books, published in 2005 and 2015 respectively, the 
opportunity to interview him and his good wife at their home in Plumstead. 
As an octogenarian at the time, he was able to recall with astounding 
clarity the developments at the school during his time as headmaster and 
also share valuable insights into the progress and changes in education he 
had witnessed over many years.

Always the quintessential gentleman, he and his dear wife received many 
visitors with grace and class. A highly regarded educator who never lost 
touch with his true passion for the young generation, Mr. Hobbs will be 
sorely missed as someone to whom one could turn for sound advice and 
clear insights.

We salute a man of great integrity and sound intellect. He will long be 
remembered by scores of learners and educators who had the privilege of 
knowing him and being mentored by him

Mr and Mrs E T Hobbs (Photograph taken in 2015)
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Tribute to 
Paul Haupt

It is with sadness but also our best wishes that we bid farewell to 
our much-loved and admired historian, Paul Haupt.

Mr Haupt has decided to call it a day after being a teacher for nearly 
forty years, spending 22 of those years in service to our school.  Not 
only was he a most revered History teacher, known country-wide 
through his lectures and articles published in the educational and 
history journals, but also the one who guided the school through 
its venture into the world of information technology, which has led 
to our school now being a pilot school in the e-learning project of 
the Western Cape Education Department.  

Last year, Mr Haupt was selected as provincial runner-up in the 
education department’s ‘Teacher of the Year’ award.

It is abundantly clear that Mr Haupt’s colleagues here at The 
Settlers High School speak in one voice when they express what 
our dear colleague, Paul, means to us.  

Mr Haupt’s departure from our school will leave a void in the 
classroom, the staffroom, and in our hearts.  In Paul  we found 
an advisor, a mentor, a friend, a confidante, a father-figure, and a 
true gentleman. He is the epitome of professionalism, conducting 
himself with honour and integrity at all times. Mr Haupt has been 
described as follows by colleagues:

P = passionate in whatever he undertakes;  patient when 
teaching;  has a positive disposition always
A = awesome in inspiring all around him
u = unforgettable;  unequalled;  up-beat always;  unwavering in 
integrity, dedication, and loyalty
L  = lol - has a lively mind;  shares light-hearted quips; 

H = humanitarian, has a wonderful sense of dry humour, hearty 
laugh; humble and considerate of others
A = astute, admirable
u = undeniably unique, unselfish, unyielding in integrity
P = priceless – when making speeches and telling jokes – one had 
to listen attentively for fear of losing the point;  
a phenomenal human being 
T = tactful when he has to be the ‘bad cop’; tolerant and above all, 
tough

A comment by all here at our school is that “Mr Haupt [or Paul, or 
uncle Paulie as he was also known], has had “a great impact and 
influence on my life.”  “He is so caring, inspiring and loyal.”  “I am 
blessed to have known” him.  

Mr Haupt leaves an indelible mark on this school, and it is most 
difficult for us to bid him farewell.  We do, however, wish Mr Haupt 
a well-deserved rest in his retirement, knowing that he will find so 
much to do with his now famous Swiss army knife, and that he will 
enjoy some well-deserved family time with his wife, Mandy and 
daughter, Cindy.

Thank you, Mr Haupt, for your unstinting loyalty and unparalleled 
service to our school and to education as a whole.

We will all miss you, and our school will be poorer without you.

(Compiled by Paul’s friends)
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Mancos

Daniel’s sudden illness and untimely passing has been 
a bitter blow for The Settlers High School. News of this 
bright, friendly and talented young man being struck 
down by the cruel misfortune of an aneurism, lapsing into 
a coma and now passing on, has left friends, classmates 
and educators reeling with shock. His loving family and 
all who were touched by his life, are devastated by the 
dreadful loss of one of the most caring and inspirational 
young men who has crossed our path.

Daniel’s friends will miss his infectious smile, his hearty 
laughter and the idle banter in which they could engage, 
despite his naturally serious and focused disposition. His 
friends all attest to him being like a “brother” to them. He 
could have deep conversations about life with the same 
ease as he could share his keen wit and good humour, to 
the delight of his many friends.

A creative young fellow, Daniel showed much promise 
as an artist. It was not uncommon for his art tutor to 
award 100% for work he produced. His creative writing 
was equally expressive and his language teachers 
identified his writing as outstanding and worthy of careful 
consideration when assigning grades. His essays would 
make an impression, catch the eye and cause deep 
introspection. His sincerity, strength and firmly held 
values would permeate everything he touched.

All who have had dealings with Daniel have been struck 
by his boundless enthusiasm, yet quiet, loving nature 
which endeared him to one and all. Teachers and peers 
alike point to his sincerity and utmost integrity as his 
distinguishing traits. 

What a profound loss Daniel’s untimely parting is, to all 
who were acquainted with him! Kind, funny, smart, this 
was truly a gifted young man. His class and the school will 
never be the same without him. His young life, cut down 
so suddenly, so cruelly, has left a gaping void which only 
his precious memory can fill. He will never be forgotten. 
His memory will live on in the shattered hearts that are 
overwhelmed with sadness.

Rest well, dear friend. Your life has touched us all and 
your memory will linger forever. 

Rest in Peace, Daniel. 

“Perhaps they are not stars in the sky, but rather openings 
where our loved ones shine down to let us know they are 
happy.” – Eskimo Legend

Tribute to 
Atenkosi
Silinga

Tribute to 
Daniel 
Thyssen

It is with a deep sense of sadness that The Settlers High 
School learned of the untimely passing of Atenkosi Silinga 
on 1st August 2018. This young man was diagnosed with an 
inoperable and aggressive cancerous tumour on his brain 
stem a few weeks ago after he suddenly showed mysterious 
signs of vertigo and lameness. From the time that his first 
symptoms appeared he stoically battled an illness which 
sapped his energy, caused breathing and speech difficulties 
and left him a pale shadow of the young man he was a few 
weeks ago. The courage and tenacity with which he struggled 
against his short, yet debilitating illness, was remarkable and 
very admirable.

Athi, as he was affectionately known at the school, is 
remembered as an even tempered, friendly and helpful 
learner, whose affable nature made him well-liked by both 
his peers and his teachers. It was well known that Athi had 
a wide range of friends across multiple grades, all of whom 
admired him and, in his final days, showed a deep sense of 
love towards him. The multitude of learners and teachers who 
visited at his bedside at home and in the hospital, provided 
abundant evidence of the high esteem in which this young 
man was held.

Prior to his illness Athi demonstrated youthful vigour 
and grasped the opportunities life presented to him with 
enthusiasm. He was a valued member of his hockey team and 
is sorely missed on the field of play. He was, true to his nature, 
never selfish on the field of play and approached his sport as 
the very epitome of a team player. 

Athi’s sad passing a mere two months shy of his final 
matriculation examination was a bitter blow to his family and 
his school. His infectious smile and wickedly playful nature 
that endeared him to one and all, leaves a gaping void in the 
hearts of all who knew him. His teachers and his friends alike 
are hard pressed to remember ever witnessing anger being 
manifested by Athi. Indeed, if he felt he had overstepped 
the mark, he would be the first to apologise and right any 
perceived wrong. What a delightfully gracious approach to life!

The Grade 12s and the school will not be the same without 
Athi. His young life has been cut down too suddenly and 
cruelly for those left behind to process at this juncture. It is 
a precious memory he leaves and he will never be forgotten. 
He has touched us all in so many ways and we wish him the 
rest he so richly deserves after the struggle he has had in the 
last few weeks.
Rest in Peace, Atenkosi, our dear friend.
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PASTORAL MANCO

COMMUNICATIONS MANCO
Seated: Ms B Belelie (i/c), Mr G Nieuwoudt, Ms K Willemse

1st Row: C Fick, L Adams, J Jacobs

Seated: Mrs L Lall (i/c), Mrs C Gordon
1st Row: B Mwamba, E Adisa, K Twalo

Seated: Mr P Haupt (i/c), Mrs B Kleinsmith
1st Row: J van Stavel, D Brown, K Damon

Seated: Mrs B Dyck (i/c), Mr I Muserere, Ms R Lesch
1st Row: M Omar, E Gaskin, D Sebastian

INFORMATION INFRASTRUCTURE MANCO CURRICULUM INFORMATION MANCO

Seated: Mrs T Johannes, Mr H Smuts (i/c), Mr N Fredericks
1st Row: A Fortune, C Ntini, M-J Fortuin, D Opiyo

CULTURE MANCO

Mancos

ACADEMIC PASTORAL MANCO
Seated: Mrs C de Vries, Mr D Steenkamp, Mrs L Abrahamse (i/c)

1st Row: M Mvunelo, L marsh, Y Sungay
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Seated: Mr J Sauls, Mrs S Basheer 
(i/c), Mr I Abrahamse, Mr A Augustyn
1st Row: D Musangu, L Jeftha, 
N Schilder, C Prins, S Napoleon

SPORT MANCO

Mancos

Seated: Mrs T Dumse, Ms P Festile, 
Mrs M de Kock (i/c), Mrs L Krige, 
Mrs S Heinz
1st Row: M Hankey, M Wardle, 
N Mbolekwa, Z Kleinhans, J Arendse, 
S Titus

ASSESSMENT MANCO

CONTACT MANCO
Seated: Mrs M Biet, Ms T Magson 
(i/c), Mrs K Jacobs, Mrs W Adams
1st Row: J Siljeur, W Schuping, 
J Frier, S Njoli, A Mouton, G Rena

HUMAN RESOURCES 
MANCO
Seated: Mr J de Klerk, Mrs A van der Berg, 
Mr E Damonse (i/c)
1st Row: C Moses, M Bence, E Manuel, S 
Pedro, C Manuel
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Mancos

Prefects

Seated: E Adisa (Deputy Head Boy), C Prins (Head Boy), Mrs L Hall (Deputy Principal), B Mwamba (Head Girl), J Arendse (Deputy Head Girl)
1st Row: L Marsh, M Hankey, A Mouton, C Damon, J Siljeur, J Jacobs

2nd Row: M Fortuin, S Napoleon, L Johnston, D Musangu, C Fick, C Bartlett
3rd Row: J Frier, Y Sungay, N Mbolekw, S Pedro, M Wardle, S Titus, E Gaskin

4th Row: D Sebastian, L Jeftha, C Ntini, Z Kleinhans, E Gaskin, J van Stavel, S Njoli

AMENITIES MANCO
Seated: Mr A Nicholls, 
Mrs S Gallie (Principal), Ms V Heslop, 
Mr D Vergotine (Estate Manager)
1st Row: S Pedro, C Damon
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CLASS REPRESENTATITVES

Seated: B Mwamba (Head Girl SGB), D Brown (Treasurer), N Schilder (Vice-Chairperson), Mrs C Gordon (Teacher Liaison Officer), 
A Fortune (Chairperson), K Isaacs (Secretary), C Prins (Head Boy, SGB)

1st Row: D Opiyo, K Damon, N Nqotole, G Rena, L Adams, K Twalo
2nd Row: M Mvunelo, W Shuping, M Omar, J Koen, M Bence

Seated: E Fortes, S Ariefdien, G Lamour, L van Beulen, S October, A Wantenaar, C Petersen, N Bosman, C Thyssen, R Lewis, A Josephus
1st Row: M Jagger, M Ntumbuka, A Mia, N Smith, L Mbaba, A Sonday, J Lewis, S Nyakudya, A Muller, Z Matunzi, K Swartbooi, M Nakadien, 

K Truter, N Zakade
Absent: C Adams, L Bodkin, N Engelbrecht, S Isaacs, V Kussie, S Masala, N Mbolekwa, S Sebastian, T van Wyk

Leaders

RCL
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MEMORABLE 
EVENTS
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Memorable 
Moments

Freedom Day Assembly 
Box Cart Day 
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Memorable 
Moments
Valentine’s Dance
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Memorable 
Moments
Grade 8 Fun Day

Grade 8 Orientation
Achievers’ Dinner
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ACADEMICS
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Matric Results 2017

We wish to congratulate the Matric class of 2017 on their results.

Detailed Grade 12 results of 2017:
Candidates: 223
Passed: 215 (96.40%)
Subject Distinctions: 232

A AGGREGATES: (Determined by the core subject (Both Languages, 
Maths/Maths Lit Life Orientation) plus the best three subjects.

1. Josh Amos  92.29%
2. Charné Arendse  91.46%
3. Aneeqah Jamalie  86.43%
4. Ashleigh Christians  85.40%
5. Georinah Kanyiginya 85%
6. Celena Pieters  84.49%
7. Hlonelwa Lutuli  82.57%
8. Jason Bosch  82.14%
9. Zoë Majerman  81.29%
10. Aaqeelah de Kock  80.43%
11. Zoë Joshua  80.29%
12. Jessie George  80%

The following candidates obtained 5 or more subject distinctions each.

8 Distinctions
Charné Arendse

7 Distinctions 
Josh Amos

6 Distinctions 
Aneeqah Jamalie
Georinah Kanyiginya

5 Distinctions
Ashleigh Christians
Celena Pieters
Hlonelwa Lutuli
Jason Bosch
Zoë Majerman
Aaqeelah de Kock
Jessie George

4 Distinctions
Zoë Joshua
Lauren Fortuin
Justin Lynch
Marivyn-Blaire 
Tchokonte Tchoula
Chelsea Naudé
Leilah Jansen
Tafadzwa Makosa
Thameena Ganey
Adrea de Lilly
Charnelle Paulse
Amy Marias

We applaud our Top 
Academic Achievers

This award, introduced in 2018 as The Settlers High School 
embarked in earnest on an e-Learning Game Changer 
Programme as one of the Model Schools of the Western 
Cape Education Department, represents ingenuity, 
dedication and growth. As Chairperson of the iTeam, Kyle 
Saunders demonstrated these qualities when he assisted 
with the process, administration and logistics of rolling out 
a tablet to every learner in the school.

His innovative solution was to single-handedly write 
the programming code for a stock control and mobile 
management system for over 1300 learners. This required 
him to apply his mind to create a seamless process for 
checking out tablets every morning, collecting them at the 
end of the school day and ensuring they are charged in 
specific traceable slots in a manner which would eliminate 
delays in handling at critical or busy times. Along with 
this, his program is able to associate users across multiple 
grades with specific tablets and record maintenance issues 
and software glitches for later analysis. This is merely a 
summary of what his powerful software is able to facilitate.

Kyle Saunders was recognised by the Western Cape 
Education Department as a programmer of note and 
was honoured by an invitation to meet the Premier and 
Minister of Education in the Western Cape. He was able 
to demonstrate the capacity of his intricate code to top 
officials of the WCED who were hugely impressed by its 

versatility and potential. They clearly intimated that the 
Province will be calling upon Kyle in the near future as the 
e-Learning roll-out to other schools takes place over the 
months ahead. What a vote of confidence! What an honour 
for a Grade 12 learner of this school!

Despite the accolades bestowed upon him, this young 
man did not rest on his laurels and has participated in 
Mathematics Olympiads, for which he was awarded Merit, 
has attained Academic Merit, Cultural Merit and has been 
a participant in the highly rated annual Business Game. 
Besides these cerebral pursuits, he has been involved in 
Cross-Country, Swimming Service (one of the most able 
learner administrators ever to have undertaken this task), 
been a Flag Monitor and an active member of the Anime 
Society. It is astounding how he has managed to juggle all 
these activities as a Grade 12 learner.

Above all, Kyle is disciplined, has the utmost integrity and 
is a fine ambassador for the school – a gentleman in every 
sense. He is someone who takes initiative and is always 
pushing himself (and others) to do better. It is for these 
reasons that Kyle Saunders is a worthy recipient of this 
school’s highest award for innovation. We will be sure to 
follow his progress in the career path upon which he is 
about to embark. 

MAZAR’S TROPHY FOR INNOVATION
KYLE SAUNDERS

Senior PG 
Special Award
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As is customary, the academic year started with an assembly in which the 
achievements of the previous year’s matriculants were celebrated. The candidates 
who achieved A-aggregates appeared on stage for the last time, on this occasion 
donning academic gowns. The top student, Josh Amos, addressed the school and 
gave some motivational advice to the learner body. 

The Settlers won numerous accolades from MNED for both the Grade 12 NSC results 
and the Systemic Test results of the Grade 9 group. The school was recognized as 
one of the top ten in the district. A point to note in this regard is that the school 
does not discourage learners from registering for the most challenging subjects in 
order to inflate the result statistics. Indeed, pure Mathematics, Physical Science 
and Information Technology are some of the most popular courses offered at the 
school. In all the other academic areas, too, learners are encouraged to produce 
work of a standard that sets them apart when they embark upon tertiary studies.
A measure of the school’s success is also the extent to which the past pupils succeed 
at tertiary institutions and their achievements in the workplace. The following top 
performers deserve to be mentioned:

Wesley Beneke (Civil Engineer): Forbes Africa Top 30 under 30 year old Achievers 
in Business.

Koleka Putuma (Poet): Forbes Africa Top 30 under 30-year-old Achievers in Arts.

Stephanie Pitts (Student): Recognised for her PhD thesis in research related to 
Tuberculosis.

Phoka Thali (Student): elected as head of Engineering Student Representatives at 
the University of Stellenbosch.

Therese Beharie (Romance Author): youngest ever South African writer to be 
signed up by Harlequinn.

Robyn Pretorius (Artist): exhibited work in both South Africa and the USA.

Francesca Villet (Journalist): often has her articles published on the front page of 
the Cape Times.

Elton Pullen (Accountant): lecturer at the University of the Western Cape has been 
recognized as one of South Africa’s top accountants under the age of 35.

The Dean at the Economic Management Sciences Faculty (UWC) has publicly lauded 
The Settlers High School for producing the most top candidates in this particular 
faculty. In the field of Medicine, the Settlers has produced nine students who have 
been admitted into Medical School between 2015 and 2017. In 2017 alone, our 
two top learners were awarded the most prestigious Oppenheimer Trust and Allan 
Gray Fellowship bursaries respectively.

Mrs Gallie was invited to attend the Allan Gray Circle of Excellence Principal’s 
Conference in Port Elizabeth, as The Settlers has produced the most Allan Gray 
Optima Foundation fellowships since its inception ten years ago.

Another aspect of the school’s top performance is the quality of academic teaching 
at the school. Twenty-seven teachers are NSC markers, of whom two are Chief 
Markers, one is a Deputy Chief Marker, one a Senior Marker and one a National 
Examiner. One of our staff members is a Telematics presenter, three volunteer 
at UWC with their tutorial programme, seven are currently studying for senior 
degrees (one of them a PhD). Several staff members are authors in their subject 
disciplines.

The Settlers is truly an outstanding academic institution.

Academics
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DEBATING
The Ceri Strohman Memorial Cup for Oratory - Brett Scheepers

Taylor Trophy for Best Senior Speaker - Mikayla Sprout
ANNUAL PRODUCTION

Kevin Martindale Trophy for Best Male Vocalist - Nkosana Nciza
Kevin Martindale Trophy for Best Female Vocalist - Lindzay Naidoo
Kevin Martindale Trophy for Best Junior Vocalist - Khonkco Twalo

The Shandler Cup for Best Male Dancer - Liam Raker
Tessa Budow Cup for Best Female Dancer - Mia-Joy Fortuin

LANGUAGES
Dylan Stevens Memorial Trophy for Senior Creative Writing in English - 

Jessie Leukes & Beatrice Mwamba
Marsh Family Trophy for  Senior Creative Writing in Afrikaans - Jessie Leukes

Van Heerden Trophy for Outstanding Achievement in Afrikaans - Shaye 
October
MUSIC

Isabella Gordon Cup for Best Instrumentalist - Kerwin Petrus
Madison Gordon Cup for Best Classical Pianist - Aidan Lyners
Pietersen Cup for Best Jazz Instrumentalist - Shane Napoleon

Krige Trophy for Best Senior Recorder Player - Danielle Forsyth
Howell Cup for the Most Involved Senior Music Student - Luke van Eeden

The Fortuin Family Trophy for Most Promising Vocalist - Roché Jeptha

PHYSICAL AWARDS

ATHLETICS
Courier It Trophy for Victor Ludorum - Noel Schilder

Joan Roy Cup for Victrix Ludorum - Joana Padré
Marieta Nel Trophy for Best Field Athlete - Adonai Mukoriro

Nicola Kirby Trophy for Best Middle Distance Athlete - Keesha Pretorius
Jonathan Smiedt Shield for Outstanding Achievement in Athletics - 

Ashton Ryan

BADMINTON
Brann Cup for Best Boy Player - Jin Hyu Shin

Debbie Neethling Cup for Best Girl Player - Yubin Shin
Schoeman Cup for Most Improved Player - Nicholas Adams

BASKETBALL (BOYS)
The Coaches’ Trophy for the Best Basketball Player of the Year - 

Emmanuel Adisa
The Peter Buttner Prize for the most dedicated Basketball Player - 

Jingyu Weng

BASKETBALL (GIRLS)
The Coaches’ Trophy for the Best Basketball Player of the Year - 

Esther Uwamuranga
The Peter Buttner Prize for the most dedicated Basketball Player - 

Keasha Richards
CHESS

Levitt Cup for Best Senior Player - Keegan Agulhas
CRICKET

Dedication Certificate: Most Committed Senior Boy - Aqeel Bomester

CROSS COUNTRY
Michael Ettish Cup for Best Senior Boy - Adonai Mukoriro

A Visser Cup for Best Senior Girl - Keesha Pretorius
HOCKEY  (BOYS)

Ludwig Schulz Trophy for Best Senior Boy Player - Lance Jeftha
Shane Williams Trophy for the Most Improved Senior Boys Hockey Player - 

Liam Hans
HOCKEY  (GIRLS)

Denise Hall Cup for Best Senior Girl Player - Jesse Esau & Micah Hankey
Hilary Pakeman Trophy for most improved Senior Girl Player - 

Deborah Musangu
NETBALL

Il Meglio Trophy for Best Senior Player - Juleiga Siljeur
Buckley Cup for Most Improved Player - Joana Padré

Coetzee Trophy for the Senior Player with the Best Goal Average - 
Khanyisa Isaacs

RUGBY
De Villiers Cup for Best Senior Player - Darren Morkel

The Prins Trophy for the most Valuable Rugby Player - Connor Jacobs

SOFTBALL
Chantelle Williams Trophy for Best All-Rounder - Lindsey Marsh
Belinda O’Brien Trophy for Most improved Player - Jessie Leukes

SWIMMING
Dedication Certificate: Most Committed Senior Boy - Nicholas Adams

Yolanda van Dijk Cup for Best Senior Girl Swimmer - Stacey Wood
TABLE TENNIS

Peirone Cup for Best Senior Player - Anekin Pockpass
TENNIS

Jaun Jacobs Cup for Best Senior Boy Player - Christopher de la Crouse
Jennings Cup for Best Senior Girl Player - Talitha Gelderbloem

Andrew Murrary Cup for Most Improved Player - Tanweer Bester
PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Courier It Trophy for Best Senior Boy - Luke Booysen
Van Heerden Trophy for Best Senior Girl - Juleiga Siljeur

Senior Prize-giving 2018

In her role as RCL Chairperson, Anikah has commanded respect.
She has fine leadership skills and a high degree of integrity.

Anikah sets a good example for others to emulate and is an excellent 
team player. As Chairperson of the Representative Council of 
Learners this young lady provided quietly confident direction and 
had the support of the learner body and was well-liked by the staff. 
She is an innovator and is always eager to embrace a challenge. 

She has demonstrated excellent ability as an actress and was 
always well prepared for the roles she played. She was awarded 
Junior Honours for Drama and Merit for the School Musicals in 
which she was a leading actress. Anikah performed not only at the 
school, but also in “Harmatia” and “The Gods must be Crazy” at 
Artscape. Her superior level of preparedness extended to all the 
areas of school life in which she was involved and enhanced her 
ability to lead others. She was not only a Bain House Committee 

member, but also a Cheerleader. Anikah has also been a Choir 
member throughout her high school career.  On stage her natural 
charisma comes to the fore.

As for her academic work, Anikah has an astute and incisive mind 
and demonstrated considerable ability. She achieves above average 
grades and regularly attains distinctions in several of her subjects. 
She was awarded Merit for Academics in Matric this year.

Polite, co-operative and vibrant, Anikah showed excellent emotional 
intelligence and dealt with peers and staff alike in a confident, 
pleasantly friendly manner. She tackles problems head-on and 
with admirable flair. This is not a young person who shirked her 
work in any way and proved herself to be hard-working and very 
industrious. She sets high standards for herself. We wish her every 
success in her future career. 

PRINCIPAL’S AWARD TO RCL CHAIRPERSON
ANIKAH FORTUNE

Senior PG 
Special Award
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1st Prize - Daniélle Carolus
2nd Prize - Avaniya Pillay

3rd Prize - Riefqah Diedericks
 

English Home Language - Daniélle Carolus
Afrikaans First Additional Language - Riefqah Diedericks

Mathematics - Alex Frantz
Mathematical Literacy - Ricky Wynand

Physical Science - Avaniya Pillay
Life Sciences - Daniélle Carolus
History - Kabeerah Livingstone
Geography - Daniélle Carolus

Economics - Riefqah Diedericks
Accounting - Daniélle Carolus & Avaniya Pillay

Information Technology - Urah Katwimuke
Consumer Studies - Nicole Edwards

Visual Art - Sihlumile Mgada
Music - Simone Pullen

Dramatic Arts - Sisanda Madwayi
Life Orientation - Avaniya Pillay

We Can Do Science Award for the most improved in Physical Science - 
Brent Abrahams

Best Oral History Project  - Kabeerah Livingstone
Courier It Award for Academic Progrees in Grade 10 - Mfuneli Ntumbuka

Esté Sampson Friendship Award - Lilitha Mbaba

1st Prize - Beatrice Mwamba
2nd Prize - Jessie Leukes

3rd Prize - Clarissa Morris
4th Prize - Jessica Arendse
5th Prize - Melissa Wardle

 
English Home Language - Jessie Leukes

Afrikaans Home Language - Jessie Leukes
Afrikaans First Additional Language - Shaye October

Mathematics - Jessie Leukes
Mathematical Literacy - Phetokuhle Nkayi

Physical Science - Aidan Lyners
Life Sciences - Clarissa Morris

History - Beatrice Mwamba
Geography - Jessica Arendse

Life Orientation - Beatrice Mwamba
Economics - Beatrice Mwamba

Accounting  - Tristan Jacobs
Information Technology - Kyle Saunders

Consumer Studies - Simone Titus
Visual Art - Angela Mouton

Music - Aidan Lyners
Dramatic Arts - Liché Johnston

 
The Nieuwoudt Trophy for best developed software for Information 

Technology - Kyle Saunders
School & Leisure Trophy for Best Dramatic Arts Practical - Liché Johnston

Fred Botha Memorial Trophy for Best Researched History Project - 
Michalin Stoffels

Best Practical work in Geography - Jessica Arendse
Leslie Pritchard Cup for Most Billingual Pupil in Grade 12 - Jessie Leukes

Viljoen Cup for Best Consumer Studies Practical - Simone Titus
Lewis Trophy for Senior Academic Progress - Uwais Khan

Board of Governors’ Trophy for Academic Diligence - Stacey Wood
Y-Africa Trophy for Best Visual Art Practical - Clarissa Morris

The Heinz Cup and PwC Award for Best Average in Mathematics and 
Accounting - Jessie Leukes

Ile Family Shield for African Consciousness - Anne Bukasa
Prefects of 2015 Leadership Trophy - Joshua du Toit

Wesley Beneke Civil Engineering Bursary  - 

1st Prize - Tinotenda Muserere
2nd Prize - Shawna Anthony

3rd Prize - Kyle Fortuin
4th Prize - Mikayla Sprout
5th Prize - Keenan Cupido

 
English Home Language - Kyle Fortuin

Afrikaans Home Language - Kyle Fortuin
Afrikaans First Additional Language - Leo May

Mathematics - Tinotenda Muserere
Mathematical Literacy - Matthew Muller
Physical Science - Tinotenda Muserere

Life Sciences - Shawna Anthony
History - Joshé Theys

Geography - Tinotenda Muserere
Economics - Kyle Fortuin

Accounting - Tinotenda Muserere
Information Technology - Tinotenda Muserere

Consumer Studies - Kiara Lottering
Visual Art - Kyle Meyer
Music - Amy Josephus

Dramatic Arts - Kiara Lottering
Life Orientation - Amy Josephus

We Can Do Science Award for the most improved in 
Physical Science - Nathan February

Courier It Award for Academic Progress in Grade 11 - 
Ritah Kisawuzi

Past Pupils’ Award - Nkosana Nciza
Jade Fillmore Frienship Award - Mihle Bence

The Thank You Fund Bursary - Shaye October
Raymond Ackerman Award for Social Awareness - Marcella Kayembe

Mazars Trophy for Innovation - Kyle Saunders
Courier It Shield for Senior Service - Jadon Abrahams

Principal’s Special Award - Sachin Tommy
Principal’s Award to the Head Boy - Cameron Prins

Principal’s Award to the Head Girl - Beatrice Mwamba
Principal’s Award to the RCL Chairperson - Anikah Fortune

The Malcolm Venter Award for Cultural Leadership - Shane Napoleon
Hugo Smuts Trophy for Cultural All-Rounder - Lindzay Naidoo

Sportsperson of the Year Award (Sterns Trophy) - Keegan Agulhas
Sterns Trophy: School Dux - Beatrice Mwamba

Senior All-Rounder Award (Michael Lee Trophy) - Lance Jeftha

GRADE  10

GRADE  11

GRADE  12

Senior Prize-giving 2018
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Senior Prize-giving 2018

Sachin is a highly organised, responsible and fine young man who always gives 
of his best. His impeccable manners, exemplary behaviour and keen work ethic 
are to be admired.

Sachin is an enthusiastic participant in Culture and Sport at The Settlers High 
School and is an outstanding academic.  He relocated from Johannesburg at 
the start of his Grade 11 year.  At his previous school, he received his Gauteng 
provincial colours for Waterpolo and Rowing and he was a member of the 
Johannesburg Junior City Council. At The Settlers High School, he is a member of 
the school’s swimming, athletics and rugby teams.  He also joined the school’s 
media crew and is responsible for operating the school’s audio-visual equipment 
at all functions, events and rehearsals.

Within a relatively brief period he has established himself as a “silent” leader 
who inspires his peers through his confident presence and the example he 
sets for others.  His grade recognised these qualities and elected him as the 
chairperson of the Matric Committee.  During the past year, Sachin has taken 
the initiative in this position to ensure a spirited and unified Grade 12 group 
(consisting of 250 learners).  He even managed to get the whole matric group to 
arrive early before major events to ensure that there is a group photo as part of 
his vision to document the group’s final school year.

Sachin is well organised, reliable and, even though he has a very full programme, 
has never let anyone down or missed any deadlines.  He takes initiative without 
instruction and through his actions, he inspires those around him. Sachin has 
proved that he can overcome any challenge by the way he has adapted to the 
change of schools (and province) in his Grade 11 year.  He has set clear targets 
and by March of this year, he had already moved into 3rd position in the grade.

Sachin is a self-disciplined individual with a high sense of endurance, creativity 
and the ability to lead and inspire others.  His hard work, admirable depth of 
knowledge, impressive understanding and outstanding achievements have 
been recognized with merit awards.  For the past two years, Sachin has always 
been properly prepared for every task.  He has the ability to manage his time 
efficiently in order to give of his best in all the different areas in which he is 
involved. Sachin is a committed, confident and well-groomed gentleman with 
impeccable manners and a very mature approach to all tasks at hand.  He is 
able to set personal targets and does not allow himself to be distracted by 
circumstances or surroundings.

It is with pride that we honour this hard-working, conscientious young man who 
has proven himself to be reliable and loyal. His cheerful enthusiasm and the 
high standards he sets himself, are an example to others.  We wish him success 
in the future.

In his role as Head Boy, Cameron has commanded the utmost respect. He has 
made an outstanding contribution in various aspects of school life, at all times 
leading by example. A young man of integrity, Cameron has never compromised 
his firmly held principles and is extremely loyal. He has the poise of a true leader 
and is able to make decisions, stand by them and ensure that they are followed 
through.

Cameron leads with quiet confidence and is an example for his peers to emulate. 
He has a commanding presence and dignified aura.

Academically, he consistently achieves sound results and has participated in 
Olympiads, most notably the Accounting Olympiad.

Cameron has immersed himself fully in the life of the school. He has not only 
been an outstanding Head Prefect, but has produced and acted in One Act Play 
Productions, been awarded for his service to the Safety Team and was an active 
member of the Photography Society.

He was Captain of the 1st Rugby Team and also a Long Distance Athlete.

Cameron’s immaculate appearance and good manners are a model for others to 
follow. He is always polite and he has a good rapport with people as a result of 
his genuinely compassionate and caring nature. The dignified manner in which 
he has conducted himself as Head Prefect has earned him the high regard of 
both his peers and his teachers. Cameron has rendered excellent service to the 
school as leader of the learner body and is a worthy recipient of the Principal’s 
award for Head Boy of the school.

The award of School Dux is given to the academic leader of the school.

Beatrice Mwamba is not only the learner leader of the school as Head Girl, but 
also the academic leader as School Dux. 

In her role as a learner leader, Beatrice has commanded the utmost respect. She 
has made an outstanding contribution in various aspects of school life, leading 
by example. Beatrice is a young lady of integrity, does not compromise on her 
firmly held principles and is loyal.

Beatrice has maintained a brilliant academic record throughout her school 
career. She has participated in numerous olympiads, most notably the Afrikaans 
Olympiad, the FIMO Economics Olympiad, the UCT and also South African 
National Mathematics Olympiads. At the Model United Nations Debating 
Competition she performed with her usual eloquence and exceptional debating 
skill.

A well-balanced young lady, she has played Basketball and was a member of the 
League Cross-Country Team. In the sphere of culture Beatrice was Chairperson 
of the Christian Arise Society, was Director of an inter-house One Act Play and 
participated in school Musical Productions.

Beatrice is an articulate young lady whose natural flair for leadership enabled 
her to provide excellent service on the Representative Council of Learners 
and as a member of the Junior City Council. She is an analytical thinker and 
problem solver who approaches everything she does with an admirable degree 
of dedication.

Beatrice’s immaculate appearance and her polite and friendly demeanour are a 
model for others to follow. She has good rapport with people and is genuinely 
caring and compassionate. Her dignified and lady-like manner have earned her 
the high regard of both her teachers and peers. She has rendered excellent 
service to the school as leader of the learner body and confidently deals with 
difficult issues, handling conflict with admirable aplomb.

Beatrice is indeed a worthy recipient of The Settlers High School’s award for her 
service as Head Prefect and School Dux.

We wish her every success in her further studies and future career.

Keegan has outstanding sporting credentials. He excels in Chess and has 
achieved the singular honour of being recognised as a Grand Master – no mean 
feat for a Grade 12 learner.

Keegan not only captains the First Chess Team of the school, but has represented 
the country at international tournaments.

At the regional and provincial level he has achieved the following:
- He won Gold at the Western province EMDC North Playoffs
- He obtained Silver at the Western Provice Schools’ Chess Championships
- He is one of only seven male Under 18 players to represent the Western Cape 
at the 2017 SA National Schools’ Winter Games.

On a National level Keegan participated in the Under 18 Open Section of the 
SA Junior Closed Chess Championships. After winning Gold there, he became 
the SA Open Chess Champion and obtained SA/Protea Colours in the Under 18 
Open Section. 

Keegan was selected for the African Schools’ Chess Individual Championship (in 
Windhoek, Namibia), the African Youth Chess Championship (in Giza, Egypt), the 
Commonwealth Chess Championship (in New Delhi, India) and the World Youth 
Chess Championship (in Monte Video, Uruguay). All of these earned him the rare 
distinction of being identified as a Chess Grand Master.

Despite the huge demands of international travel as a national representative, 
Keegan nevertheless immersed himself in the full life of the school. He played 
1st Team Cricket and took part in cultural activities as a valued member of the 
Boys II Men Society.

This young man has a positive outlook on life and gets on well with others. 
He is respectful and a true gentleman. These fine qualities, coupled with his 
outstanding sporting ability, make Keegan a worthy recipient of the Sportsperson 
of the Year award for the second year in succession.

Principal’s Special Award
SACHIN TOMMY

Sportsperson of the Year Award
STERNS TROPHY - KEEGAN AGULHAS

Head Boy Award
Cameron Prins

Head Girl and School Dux Award
BEATRICE MWAMBA
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Senior Prize-giving 2018

Shane has been fully involved in the extra-mural activities at the school since 
he started at The Settlers High School in Grade 8. Culturally, he has established 
himself as a professional musician and he is a valuable member of the Symphony 
Orchestra, Jazz Band and Big Band.  He is also an accompanist for the choir.  

Shane was also selected for the Cape Town All Star Band, performed with 
MiCasa and performed at the Cape Town International Jazz Festival. He is also a 
skilled hockey player and was selected for the A-sides since his under 14 year.  
Academically he has consistently achieved top results and maintained a minimum 
of a B-aggregate.   

Shane is a fine gentleman who leads by example and will never compromise his 
deeply held beliefs for the sake of popularity.  He will not hesitate to address 
his peers or raise important issues when needed.  This young man has been the 
chairperson of the Jazz Band and he was also elected as a prefect, a role he very 
effectively performed. 

Shane has exceptional time management skills.  He is creative, well organised, 
reliable and, even though he has a very demanding programme, has never let 
anyone down or missed any deadlines.  He takes initiative without instruction and 
through his actions, he sets an example for and inspires those around him.

He is able to successfully complete multiple tasks with favourable results despite 
the pressure of looming deadlines.  He is very intelligent and his ability for logical 
reasoning is commendable.

Shane is a polite, responsible, sincere, humble and an all-around respectable 
gentleman. Shane’s self-motivation and keen desire to learn are admirable.  He 
has strong social skills and his high level of maturity makes him stand out amongst 
his peers.  His diligence, commitment and pleasant personality make working with 
him a joy.

Shane Napoleon is indeed a deserving recipient of this school’s highest award for 
Cultural Leadership. We wish him well in his future career.

The Courier-It Shield for Service is awarded to a learner for outstanding service 
to the school.

Jadon is a worthy recipient of the Courier-It Shield for Service, as he has made a 
huge contribution to the school as Chairperson of the Media Team.

Jadon is a mature, respectful and very friendly young man.  He has excelled in 
service areas at the school and does not hesitate to give of himself to ensure that 
others can be part of successful activities.  

As chairperson of the Media Team and Technical Crew for all productions and 
performances, he has proved to be a strong leader with very efficient organisational 
skills.  He has the ability to problem-solve and to remain calm during stressful 
situations. All the tasks of which he had to take charge were executed with 
precision and a professional approach.

He is no slouch and has immersed himself in the full life of the school over the 
years. He is a member of the Chromatix Jazz Band and was a valued member of Bar 
8 and the CATS society in previous years. He displayed leadership as a member of 
the Pringle House Committee and immersed himself in One Act Plays, and music 
performances at the school. His enormous contribution in the many spheres his 
skill and knowledge were required, won him acclaim and he has been awarded 
Merit and Honours in recognition of his fine work.

Jadon has a quiet sincerity about him and he is able to handle pressure in his 
stride. His unflappable nature and steady hand at the helm will be sorely missed 
by the Media team.

He is a truly deserving recipient of the school’s highest award for Service to the 
School. We wish him every success in his future career. 

This award is made to a Grade 12 learner who:
- has a sound level of academic achievement
- has been involved in more than one sport (with some level of achievement in at 
least one)
- belongs to a cultural society
- is the type of person worthy of honour from the school

Lance meets the criteria for this prestigious award in every respect. He has 
consistently attained a B-aggregate or higher. He has played 1st Team Hockey 
and captained the Summer League Hockey Team as well as achieving his Western 
Province Zonal colours. In the field of Culture, this young man participated in the 
school Musical Production and the One-Act Plays.

This talented young fellow has been a good leader as a school Prefect. In all the 
areas in which he is involved Lance is a superb motivator who leads by example 
– giving 100% commitment and effort. He is exceptional in that he is engaging, 
willing to learn in order to empower himself and has a consistently positive 
outlook.

Lance extends himself beyond the syllabus in his academic pursuits. He is a well 
read young man who shows a keen interest in the world around him and applies 
his mind to the complex issues of  modern society.

This award could not have been bestowed on a nicer fellow. He is always smiling, 
focused, has a high level of emotional intelligence and is hard working. His 
teachers, in their comments about Lance, agree on the following: he is respectful, 
has the utmost integrity and is a genuinely likeable young man.

It is without doubt that this multi-talented young man is presented as a worthy 
recipient of the Michael Lee Senior All-rounder Trophy. We wish him well in his 
future studies and career.

Shaye is a conscientious and dedicated young lady. She produces work which is 
of sound quality and is a pleasure to teach because she always gives of her best.

Academically, Shaye’s results have always been well above average and she was 
awarded Special Merit for Academic work. She is consistently the top student 
in Afrikaans First Additional Language and has performed outstandingly in the 
Afrikaans Olympiad. 

Shaye has been fully involved in the activities offered at the school. She has been 
a member of the Choir, the Art Society and the First Aid Society. Until last year 
she participated in the Drum Majorettes, a very time consuming activity, as well.

This fine young lady has also been a class representative in her Grade 12 year, a 
duty she performed with her usual efficiency and organizational flair.

Shaye is respectful, polite and reliable. Although she is reserved, her deeply 
held moral values and utmost integrity shone brightly as she interacted with her 
peers and the staff. This strong academic and highly involved young lady has 
won the admiration of one and all, due to her positive attitude and her delightful 
demeanour.

Shaye is indeed a worthy recipient of the Thank You Fund Bursary and we wish her 
well in her further studies and future career.

Marcella has throughout her school career been involved in various areas of 
service in the broader community. She is a caring and compassionate young lady 
who is extremely loyal and has the utmost integrity.

She has given unstintingly of her time to reach out to those in need. In her Grade 
10 year she did her Community Service Project at Ubuntu House for vulnerable 
babies who have been removed from families in which they were at risk, and 
also orphaned little ones. Her interaction with them instilled in her a passion for 
this project and she built a relationship with that organisation which was lasting. 
She went back to assist them over weekends and in her holidays and provided 
outstanding service to Ubuntu House over the years. Her deep compassion for 
the children shone through and the love she poured out to those with whom she 
has worked is phenomenal.

This fine young lady has participated fully in the life of the school as well. She 
played Basketball (as Captain of her team) and Netball and was a member of the 
Dance Society. She also participated in the Artscape High School Drama Festival 
this year. Marcella was a Shaw House Committee member and an inter-House 
Cheerleader. 

Marcella demonstrates such commitment to the improvement of the lives of 
others, that she is indeed a worthy recipient of the Raymond Ackerman Award 
for Social Awareness.

Malcolm Venter Award for Cultural 
Leadership SHANE NAPOLEON

Senior All-Rounder Award
(MICHAEL LEE TROPHY) LANCE JEFTHA

Thank You Fund Bursary
SHAYE OCTOBER

Courier-It Shield for Service
JADON ABRAHAMS

Raymond Ackerman Award for Social Awareness
MARCELLA KAYEMBE
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ATHLETICS
A Visser Cup for Junior Victor Ludorum - Chandon Adams

Nigel Marsh Trophy for Junior Victrix Ludorum - Menyam Ticha
BADMINTON

Buckley Trophy for Best Junior Boy - Jie Yang
Buckley Trophy for Best Junior Girl - Zixin Weng

BASKETBALL (BOYS)
Coaches’ Trophy for the Best Junior Basketball Player - Kewel Robertson

Peter Buttner Prize for the most improved Junior Basketball Player - 
Yamkela Mkam

BASKETBALL (GIRLS)
Belinda Dyck Trophy for Best Junior Basketball Player - Jody Pienaar

Peter Buttner Prize for the most improved Junior Girl Basketball Player - 
Zoë Hans
CHESS

Christopher Viney Trophy for Best Junior Chess Player - Elijah Kakama
CRICKET

Dedication Certificate: Most Comitted Junior Boy - Dylan Brink
CROSS COUNTRY

Roderick Willis Trophy for Best Junior Cross Country Athlete - Chandon Adams
HOCKEY

Coaches’ Cup for Best Junior Boy Player - Jenino Linde
Nikki Herring Trophy for Best Junior Girl Player - Roché de Wet

Di Wilson Trophy for most improved Junior Girl Player - Kelsey Cloete
Sher Trophy for the most improved Junior Boy Player - Hadley-Joe Agulhas

NETBALL
Van Biljon Cup for Best Junior Netball Player - Iviwe Ncapayi

Tities Cup for Best Junior Goal Average - Nicole Heuvel
Peter Butner Cup for most improved Player - Menyam Ticha

RUGBY
Brian Feldman Cup for Best Junior Player - Kyle Zinn

Mike van der Merwe Memorial Trophy for most improved Junior Player - 
Tami Adams
SOFTBALL

Traut Trophy for Best Junior All-Rounder - Terri-Lee Thomas
SWIMMING

Dedication Certificate: Most Committed Junior Girl - Cameron Fredericks
John Hangar Cup for Best Junior Boy Swimmer - Tyla Amos

TABLE TENNIS
Van Heerden Trophy for Best Junior Girl - Keesha Williams

TENNIS
Andrew Lewis Cup for Best Junior Boy Player - Jordan Herman

Trophy for Best Junior Girl Player - Andrea de la Crouse
PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Courier It 3 Star Award for Best Junior Boy - Deen Gangen
Courier It 3 Star Award for Best Junior Girl - Nthabeleng Mathabela

LANGUAGES
Anstey Cup for Junior Creative Writing in English - 

Mercy Fatoba & Toni Reynolds
B.I.C. van Eeden Memorial Trophy for Creative Writing in Afrikaans - 

Mishka Adams
MUSIC

Plüddemann Cup for Most Involved Junior Music Student - 
Botlhale Masalesa

DEBATING
Wigg Cup for Best Junior Speaker - Anathi Mkonto

Junior Prize-giving 2018

Neo is well-mannered and very reliable. He has a delightfully 
positive outlook on life.  

As a member of the Media Team, he is part of the crew that sets 
up the sound system for school Musical rehearsals, meetings, 
assemblies, parent evenings and concerts. Neo is an indispensable 
member of the media team and has had to give up many hours 
in order to ensure that everything runs smoothly. He has willingly 
attended all of the functions at which his assistance was required 
and enthusiastically gave of his own time to render a service to the 
school.  

He is a polite and pleasant young fellow, the epitome of a gentleman. 
Neo’s keen sense of service, positive attitude and “unflappable” 
nature are a source of inspiration to others. It is these outstanding 
qualities which make him a well-liked learner. Both his peers and 
his teachers speak well of him.

It is Neo’s willingness to learn, his dependability and dedication to 
service that make him a worthy recipient of this award.  We shall 
follow his progress with keen interest.

ROTARY CLUB OF PAROW SERVICE AWARD
NEO KLEINHANS

Junior PG 
Special Award
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1st Prize - Jayden Ockhuis
2nd Prize - Marsha Manuel
3rd Prize - Lee Hendricks

 
English Home Language - Jayden Ockhuis
Afrikaans Home Language - Jaylinn Uren

Afrikaans First Additional Language - Zameera Sanglay
Mathematics - Jade Lesch

Natural Science - Hamidah Rabiu
History - Farhaan Cassiem & Hamidah Rabiu

Geography - Taahirah Cader
Economic Management Sciences - Taahirah Cader & Lee Hendricks

Technology - Sameeha Cassim
Creative Arts - Jayden Ockhuis

Creative Arts specialising in Visual Art - Jayden Ockhuis
Creative Arts specialising in Dramatic Arts - Noel Best
Creative Arts specialising in Music - Monalisa Ndhlovu

Creative Arts: Best Performance in Dance - Jayden Ockhuis
Life Orientation - Hudaa Jacobs

Monché Samuels Award for Academic Achievement - Noel Best

1st Prize - Kauthar Ryland
2nd Prize - Mercy Fatoba

3rd Prize - Taryn Henriques
 

English Home Language - Mercy Fatoba
Afrikaans Home Language - Mishka Adams

Afrikaans First Additional Language - Lauren Lukas
Mathematics - Kauthar Ryland

Natural Science - Kauthar Ryland
History - Alyssa Damonse & Joshua Kearns

Geography - Skylar Martin
Economic Management Sciences - Mercy Fatoba

Technology - Kauthar Ryland
Creative Arts - Lizalise Mkhetho

Creative Arts specialising in Visual Art - Mishka Adams
Creative Arts specialising in Dramatic Arts - Ntokozo Gumede

Creative Arts specialising in Music - Moin-Ali Bagus
Creative Arts: Best Performance in Dance - Lizalise Mkhetho

Life Orientation - Mercy Fatoba
Sher Trophy for Academic Progress in Grade 9 - Will Jackson

The Edu-Focus Trophy for Best Improvement in Mathematics in Grade 9 - 
Ntokozo Gumede

Paragon Award for Outstanding Academic Endeavour - Will Jackson

ACADEMIC AWARDS

The Rotary Club of Parow Service Award - Neo Kleinhans
Jonker Trophy for Junior Sportsperson of the year - Menyam Ticha

Junior Dux (Michael Ettish Cup) - Kauther Ryland
Nigel Marsh Trophy for Junior All-Rounder - Lizalise Mkhetho

2018 Awards

This award is given to the academic leader of Grade 9.

Kauther is an outstanding learner who has shown academic 
excellence. She has attained first position in grade nine this year. 
She is a dedicated and conscientious learner who possesses a sharp 
intellect. She is a very quiet young lady who works hard to ensure 
that her academic results remain consistently sound. 

She has shown a high degree of commitment both to her work and 
the school, to which she is absolutely loyal. She is well organised, 
extremely trustworthy and likeable. 

Kauther has a sincere and pleasant demeanour. However, she is a 

young lady who holds firm views which she is able to present clearly 
and succinctly. 

Kauther leads a well balanced life and participates fully in the 
programme offered at The Settlers. She is a Junior City Councillor, 
participates in Cross-Country, Long Distance Athletics and 
Swimming.

Despite her successes, Kauther has remained a humble and 
respectful learner who is both compassionate and caring. It is fitting 
that we honour a learner who has such a positive attitude and a 
willingness to produce work of the highest quality. We shall follow 
her progress with keen interest.

JUNIOR DUX (MICHAEL ETTISH CUP)
KAUTHER RYLAND

Junior PG 
Special Award
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Special Awards 2018

The Hugo Smuts Award for Cultural All-rounder is awarded to a 
Grade 12 learner who excelled in at least two different art forms 
and has a very high level of involvement in cultural activities at the 
school (with a minimum commitment of 9 hours per week).

Lindzay is a mature and polite young lady with an exceptional 
talent for the Performing Arts.  She is a perfectionist and always 
strives to improve her performance through hard work and 
commitment. This young lady has been a Committee member of 
the Choir, a vocalist in the Musical and a valued member of the 
Girls Inc Society.

Her natural energy and vibrant personality has contributed to her 
successes both on and off the stage.  She is a disciplined performer 
and has shown endurance, creativity and the ability to lead and 
inspire others.  Besides a very busy extra-mural schedule, she 
managed to maintain good academic standards with excellent 
achievements in the Humanities.

Lindzay is a committed and trustworthy person who strives for 
excellence. She has the ability to manage her time efficiently 
in order to give of her best in all the different areas in which 
she is involved. As Shaw House Captain and House and School 
Cheerleader, she has shown sound leadership. She has performed 
in the Smart Living Drama festival, participated in the ATKV 
Tienertoneel, danced at the Cape Town Carnival and was awarded 
Honours for her contribution to the School Musical Production. 

She is a responsible, reliable, sincere, and an all-around respectable 
young lady. Lindzay’s self-motivation and keen desire to learn is to 
be commended in this day and age when, to many, a good grade is 
the only matter of importance.  

She has strong social skills and her high level of maturity and 
emotional intelligence makes her stand out amongst her peers. 
Lindzay is indeed a worthy recipient of the Hugo Smuts Award for 
Cultural All-Rounder.  

This award is made to a Grade 9 learner who:
• has a sound level of academic achievement
• has been involved in more than one sport (with some level of 

achievement in at least one)
• belongs to a cultural society
• is the type of person worthy of honour from the school.

Lizalise is a diligent and dedicated young man. He has poise, 
charisma, is well-disciplined and always performs at a high 
academic level, consistently achieving an A-aggregate.

He is an outstanding dancer and has been a valued member of 
both the Dance Society and the school’s Dance Group at the 
Eisteddfod. He proved to be a highly competent performer in the 
school’s annual Musical Production, as well.

Besides his fine academic achievements and his deep involvement 
in the cultural life of the school, Lizalise played Tennis for the 
school, was a member of the Inter-schools Athletics Team and 
played Rugby for the Under 15A Team.

Lizalise has impeccable manners, is a true gentleman and is 
always neatly attired. He is friendly and well-liked by all, a definite 
“people’s person”. Always setting high personal goals, this young 
man does not allow himself to be distracted by situational factors.

Lizalise is indeed a worthy and deserving recipient of the award for 
the Junior All-Rounder of this school. We shall follow his progress 
at The Settlers High School with keen interest. 

The Junior Sportsperson Award is donated by the Jonker family for the 
Grade 8 or 9 pupil who has played a school sport at provincial level 
and has participated at A-team level in another sport discipline. 

The trophy has a base with a strong foundation showing the basic 
sporting talent they have been born with. It looks like a flame indicating 
a warm personality and dedicated sportsmanship with the strength, 
energy and the will to achieve.

The different levels of the flame represent the levels of achievement 
(from school, provincial to senior National level) which one should 
strive after.

The Jonker family hopes that this award will encourage pupils to strive 
for and achieve these goals in their sporting careers.

Menyam has sporting credentials which are of the highest order. She 
has participated in two major sport codes at The Settlers, namely, 
Athletics and Netball, and has achieved outstandingly in both 
disciplines. 

This young lady was awarded Western Province Colours in both 
Athletics and Netball, hence exceeding the requirements for this 
trophy. It is most unusual for a Grade 8 learner to achieve at such 
a high level in one sporting code, let alone two! Talent alone cannot 
account for this level of achievement. It is clear that hard work and 
the maintenance of a peak level of fitness has contibuted in no small 
measure to her success.

Menyam is also no slouch academically. Since starting at The Settlers 
she has consistently produced results which are in the top percentile 
of the grade, raking in distinctions for five of the nine subjects taken 
in Grade 8.  

She has a delightful nature and warm personality, which makes 
her well liked by both her peers and the teachers. Her dedicated 
sportsmanship and will to succeed in everything she does, is highly 
regarded. It is with keen interest that The Settlers will follow her career 
as a learner. Her tenacity and determination to achieve phenomenal 
results in her sporting career make her deserving of honour at the 
school.

THE HUGO SMUTS AWARD FOR CULTURAL ALL-ROUNDER 
LINDZAY NAIDOO

THE HUGO SMUTS AWARD FOR CULTURAL ALL-ROUNDER 
LINDZAY NAIDOO

JONKER TROPHY FOR JUNIOR SPORTSPERSON OF THE YEAR
MENYAM TICHA

Senior PG
Special Award

Junior PG
Special Award

Junior PG
Special Award
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CULTURE
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The star performers in cultural activities deserve special mention, as 
this pillar of school life involves the greatest number of learners. There 
are 35 societies. We have a choir which  boasts 160+ members. There 
are spectacular annual musical productions and we also have healthy 
Inter-house competitions in a One Act Play Festival – the latter written 
and directed by our very talented learners themselves. Our two jazz 
bands are sought after in the community and play regularly at gigs. 
One of the jazz bands performed at the Cape Town International Jazz 
Festival. The dance and drama groups receive accolades wherever they 
perform.

The following learners were the outstanding performers in their fields

Jadon Abrahams
Mia Abrahams
Joshua Davey
Kate-Lynn Diedricks
Jesse Esau
Hakeem Hartzenberg
Roche Jeptha
Kristen Johnson
Reece Lewis
Matthew Muller
Lindzay Naidoo
Shane Napoleon
Nkosana Nciza
Kyle Saunders
Khonkco Twalo
Luke Van Eeden
Jessie Van Niekerk
Caleb Abrahams
Zahrah Britow
Botlhale Masalesa
Monalisa Ndhlovu
Alfonzo Padayachee
Khonkco Twalo

Service: Media Team
Performance: Dance
Dynamix Jazz Band
Dynamix Jazz Band
Dynamix Jazz Band
Dynamix Jazz Band
Dynamix Jazz Band
Dynamix Jazz Band
Performance: Dance
Dynamix Jazz Band
Musical: Vocalist
Dynamix Jazz Band
Musical: Vocalist
Service: iTeam
Dynamix Jazz Band
Dynamix Jazz Band
Dynamix Jazz Band
Dynamix Jazz Band
Performance: Choir
Performance: Choir
Performance: Choir
Dynamix Jazz Band
Musical: Vocalist

Honours
Honours
Honours
Honours
Honours
Honours
Honours
Honours
Honours
Honours
Honours
Honours
Honours
Honours
Honours
Honours
Honours
Junior Honours
Junior Honours
Junior Honours
Junior Honours
Junior Honours
Junior Honours

Culture
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Seated: E Manuel, Mrs H Nieuwoudt (i/c), A Peter, D Brown

Seated: Mr G Nieuwoudt (MIC), A Sanglay (Chairperson), 
B van Zyl (Manager)

1st Row: K Saunders, J Kleinsmith, E Erasmus

Seated: M Benjamin, Ms S de Villiers (i/c), A Carr (Chairperson)
1st Row: N Bosman, K Meyer 

Absent: T Titus, E May
 

Seated: N Adonis (Chairperson), Mrs L du Toit, T Jacobs, B Mwamba
ARISE SOCIETYAFRIKAANS DEBATING

ANIME SOCIETY ART SOCIETY

Clubs and Societies
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One Act 
Plays
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Clubs and Societies

SENIOR DRAMA PERFORMANCE GROUP
Seated: C Bartman, A Bougardt, L Johnston, Mrs K Jacobs (i/c), C Ntini, L Booysen, A Fortune
1st Row: K Lottering, K van der Merwe, S Khimbi, S Madwayi, A Madwayi, R Khan, M Moses

2nd Row:I Parker, D Kleinveld, Z Pather, J Valentine, K Clarke, S Manengene, I Goniwe
3rd Row:L May, M Bence, M Bence, L Rhodenburg, Y Meyer, J Davids, V Green

4th Row: A Jones, Z Sigila, N Naidoo, I Lekay, A Mleni, J du Toit, A Frantz
Absent: S Abrahams, M Adams, Y Bullet, J Dietrich, S Fetu, C Fortuin, L Gabriels, J Jansen, M Kayembe, P Katonga, L Lourens, L Mnyute, L Molisho, 

T Patel, L Posiso, L Sidindi, J Simmers, K Stoffels, A Suluman, R Wynand

Seated: G Kleinsmith, G Fatoba, J van Oudtshoorn, Ms K Jacobs (i/c), M Thuynsma, N Skaffer, T Pretorius
1st Row: L Makies, Z Matunzi, K Truter, D Gangan, J Dietrich, T Gumede, T Vooi

Absent: I Abrahams, F Booysen, K Coote, N Davids, A Jackson, K Manuel, S Mavonga, R Petersen

JUNIOR DRAMA PERFORMANCE GROUP
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Seated: K Stoffels, A Madwayi, Mrs K Jacobs (i/c), 
S Madwayi (Chairperson), C Ntini
Absent: N Petros

Seated: E Jackson, K Bruce (Chairperson), 
Ms R Lesch (Manager), T Moosa, C Niekerk
1st Row: J Cloete, H Adonis, M Mohamed, T Turner, M Mullins

Standing: N Schilder (Chairperson), Mr J Sauls (i/c), C Swartz

BUA POETRY & DRAMA SOCIETY

BACKSTAGE CREW

BOYS TO MEN SOCIETY

Seated: K Okkers, Mr G Nieuwoudt (i/c), 
K Saunders (Chaairperson), C Morris (Vice-Chairperson)
Absent: J Boise

IT SOCIETY

Clubs and Societies
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Seated: G Rena, D Brown (Vice-Chairperson), Mrs B Kleinsmith (Computer Administrator), K Saunders (Chairperson), Mr G Nieuwoudt (i/c), 
U Rena, Ms L Hendricks, A Parkar

1st Row: T Daniels, D Gono, D Visagie, G Adriaanse, T Muserere, H Rabiu, T Abrahams, I Parker
2nd Row: J Valentine, K Stuart, J Dietrich, S Stevens, E hector, T Seale, C Slingers

3rd Row:A Abass, E Haldezos, R Odendaal, B Bellamkonda, I Abrahams, W Jackson, C Balie
4th Row: K Cupido, J Kleinsmith, A Arendse

I TEAM

Clubs and Societies
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Seated: D Forsyth, L Agulhas, M Smart, Mrs L Krige, A Lyners (Chairperson), T Jasper, W Bennett
1st Row: A Parker, D Blanckenberg, M Ndhlovu, S Cassim, L Walters, J Cloete, T Cloete, D Africa

Absent: R Oodendaal, J Viljoen

Seated: A Lyners, Mrs L Krige, K Petrus (Chairperson), K Johnson
1st Row: D Forsyth, A Josephus

Seated: L Raker, M Fortuin, Mrs O Smith, 
R Lewis (Chairperson), M Abrahams

DANCE PERFORMANCE GROUP

RECORDER ENSEMBLE

FLUTE ENSEMBLE

Clubs and Societies

Seated: L Ndolela, Mrs L Engelbrecht (i/c), G Lamour (Chairperson)
1st Row: L Godi, S Booysen, A Parkar, L Gusha

Absent: Z Nocanda

INTERACT SOCIETY
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Seated: G Rena, Mr J de Klerk (Co-ordinator), 
U Rena (Chairperson)
1st Row: S Mahlangu, S Tommy, C Jacobs, 
B Scheepers, S Njoli

Seated: S Mhlanga, F Blanckenberg (Chairperson), T 
Pillay, Ms F Clark-Smith (i/c)
Absent: Z Myira, Z Somciza

Seated: M Bence, J Arendse, Ms C Cogill, L Johnston, 
K van der Merwe

ECO SOCIETY

PRESS CLUB

Seated: N Smith, Ms R Lesch (Director), 
S Pullen (Chairperson), J Gympies
1st Row: C Phillips, R Odendaal, M Mullins

CLARINET ENSEMBLE

Clubs and Societies

INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY
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Seated: Ms C Minnie (i/c), 
M Sprout (Chairperson), Ms A Walker (i/c)

1st Row: B Scheepers, M Bence

Seated: S Crawford, Mrs G Less (Manager), 
C Niekerk (Chairperson)

1st Row: C Prins, J van Stavel

PHOTOGRAPHY SOCIETY ORATORY SOCIETY

Clubs and Societies

Seated: L May (Treasurer), K van der Merwe (Chairperson), Miss A Walker, M Moses (Deputy Chairperson), N Bosman (Secretary), 
R Lewis (Event Co-ordinator)

1st Row: T jasper, K Pretorius, C Petersen, Z Siliga, A Jones, M Abrahams, S Khimbi
2nd Row:N Nyashanu, A Strydom, C Fortuin, D Augustus, T Maregele

Absent: A Jordaan

MATRIC FAREWELL COMMITTEE
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Seated: A Sonday, Mrs N Andrews (i/c), M Parker
1st Row: N Royeppen, A Cassiem, G Adriaanse

Seated: J Abrahams (Chairperson), Mr H Smuts (i/c), S Tommy
1st Row: J Wells, N Kleinhans, S Pedro

MEDIA TEAMMUSLIM STUDENTS’ ASSOCIATION

Seated: R Abrahams (Chairperson), Ms T Magson (i/c), 
K Lottering (Vice-Chairperson)

1st Row: S Khimbi, M van der Vent, L may, 
C-L Bartman, G Harker

Seated: N Edwards, Mr J Sauls (i/c), 
D Carolus (Chairperson)

Seated: Z jacobs, Mr A Augustyn, 
S Opperman (Chairperson)

Absent: G Isaacs, M Daniels

Seated: Mr J Sauls, A Bowie (Chairperson), Mr A Augustyn (i/c)
1st Row: M Stoffels, A Cupido, L Diedricks

COSMO SOCIETY

WAITRONS SOCIETY CULINARY

GIRLS INC SOCIETY

Clubs and Societies
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Seated: K Johnson, S Napoleon, 
Mrs T Johannes (Director), L van Eeden, 

  K Diedricks
1st Row: H Hartzenberg, J Esau, 
J van Niekerk, R Jeptha, K Twalo

2nd Row: C Abrahams, J Philander, 
A Padayachee, J Davey, M Muller

Seated: K Johnson, S Napoleon, 
Mrs T Johannes (Director),

  L van Eeden, M Wardle
1st Row: H Hartzenberg, A Bougaardt, 

N Potberg, J van Niekerk, T Jasper
  

2nd Row: M Muller, C Abrahams, L Raker, 
J Abrahams 

Absent: H Daniels, K Isaacs

THE DYNAMIx JAzz BAND

THE CHROMATIx BIG BAND 

Clubs and Societies

CHOIR
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Clubs and Societies

Seated: S Napoleon, L van Eeden, K Johnson (Chairperson), Ms R Lesch (Director), K Petrus, A Lyners, C Damon
1st Row: J Gympies, B de Ruiters, K Petersen, D Forsyth, N Smith, T Jasper, G Basson, J van Niekerk, N Potberg, S Pullen

2nd Row: J Liedeman, J Cloete, M Mullins, D Blanckenberg, B Masalesa, T Patel, A Mullins, M Pillay
3rd Row: T Davey, M Wardle, R Odendaal, C Phillips, D Goliath, A van Wyk, W Bennett, M Mc Gregor, H Hartzenberg

4th Row: N Naidoo, E Manuel, C Dokwani, G Scheepers, A Padayachee, J Davey, A Bougardt, M Mouton
Absent: L Agulhas, K Isaacs

ORCHESTRA

CHOIR
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MUSICAL CAST AND CREW

Musical
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You gave her love and affection but me, nothing yet. Why? Because 
I’m not her.
You gave her the key to your heart but me, nothing yet.
You tried, I repeat,
tried to spare me 60 seconds of your time and during it you couldn’t 
even look me in the face for longer than a second. I never realised 
how broken I was until I tried taking my heart back from you, to only 
find it shattered into pieces.

 I was broken.                
                                     No. Damaged.                   
    
                                                               No. I was wasted by love.  

I remember the time you whispered into my ears of how beautiful 
I was and how you found it amusing when I always laughed at your 
stupid, ridiculous, sentimental love jokes. Sadly, because you sucked 
all my love, I’m afraid I can’t be able to love again, to be loved by a 
stranger, to have my heart running a 5km run because of my heart 
reacting to a stranger’s hoarse angelic voice. I smoked you like cocaine, 
smoked your name into the sky, trying to find the fine beauty in it, but

nothing yet. 

The four letter word love, echoed through my high painted walls 
trapped by love or rather blinded by love. “Will you be my partner in 
love?” I replied with a shaky, breathless voice, “I would love exploring 
love with you”, only to end up being hopelessly in love you, cocaine.

I willingly, Smoked love. Smoked Pain. Smoked cocaine, but the 
question is have I smoked enough to ease the broken soul I have , 
enough to let a stranger break me all over again, enough to walk the 
journey of love through high painted walls? 

My mind says Yes                  
                                                                    But my heart No.

A timer lies amongst the shore of the ocean, as it’s sand drops to the 
bottom every second. This represents a human’s life. Sometimes, 
heaps of sand fall at once, limiting one’s time. What could it be caused 
from?

There are only so many blows a human can take before it’s too late. 
Pranks, harmful jokes and teasing as well as physical abuse are just 
a few of these sand-rupturing blows. Smiles on the outside aren’t 
always the same on the inside. You can never truly understand how 
one deals with such blows until you experience the aftermath. This 
timer represents the time until one feels suicidal, and eventually does 
this horrible act. Perhaps the image’s creator was a person who felt 
this way and couldn’t express the feelings verbally. Upon seeing this 
image, a story appeared in my mind of a seventeen year old boy who 
had been a victim of bullying for his whole life. Thus, not being able 
to take it anymore, he decided to take his own life so that he and his 
misery could go separate ways.

I connect with this image on an extremely emotional level as I have 
experienced a heart broken family, shattered and traumatized after 
their head of the family’s decision. He was just forty five. I watched 
how one simple act can affect an entire community. I have seen 
many documentaries about suicide, including one where a man who 
attempted to jump off the Golden Gate Bridge was interviewed. He 
stated that as his feet left the platform, there was instant regret. 
Individuals going through suicidal thoughts need to realize that they 
aren’t alone. I am absolutely devastated that approximately forty five 
thousand people commit suicide each year in America. Sometimes 
a helping hand is all that’s needed to create a true smile. Asking if 
they’re okay gives them a sense of attention. Attention saves lives.

District Six was a multi-racial inner-city residential area in Cape Town, 
South Africa. Over 60,000 of its inhabitants were forcibly removed 
during the 1970s by the Apartheid regime.  The following is a story about 
how even in the context of racial and cultural intolerance, friendships 
were forged.  

Once upon a time there lived Phathiswa, a Xhosa girl. Despite living in 
the city, the traditions of her rural ancestors remained with the people 
in her community. Her father was a respected elder. His responsibilities 
included mediating community conflicts. He was a descendant of 
a great Xhosa chief and wanted the best for his family and people. 
Down the road lived the DeVil family and although these families were 
positioned close to one another, their lifestyles and views couldn’t have 
been farther apart.

Johan DeVil caught Phathiswa’s eye while she was hailing a taxi and 
he waited for the bus. Being the outgoing confident girl she was, she 
returned his glance by waving. He waved back. This became a daily 
tradition, with silent gestures leading to greetings, leading to small talk 
which led, over months, to lengthy conversations.  
Her parents disapproved. Her father had resentment towards the 
Afrikaners. Hearing the painful stories about how their people’s land 
was unlawfully stripped away from them had an effect on the elder. 
Although Pathiswa believed Johan was different, her father urged her 
to befriend boys her own age and of her own race.

Although her father’s words echoed in head, her mind was still on 
Johan. She had developed a connection to Johan. Johan’s father, Jafaar 
DeVil worked for the National government.  Johan’s mother, Cruella 
DeVil, whose family descended in South Africa from England, owned a 
fashion business specializing in fur coats. 

Once, Phathiswa’s taxi broke down and she was forced to walk the 
remaining distance home. In passing, she saw Johan and decided this 
was her opportunity, to grab a fleeting conversation.  They exchanged 
addresses and wrote to each other. 
Things were good between them, two suburban-crossed lovers whose 
secret hideout was behind their bus stop, next to the taxi rank.

Phathiswa’s father became well aware of his only daughter’s relationship 
and became enraged. Johan, however, was a good man, who in time 
learnt that the Apartheid system was wrong. Yet coming from a National 
Party family made Phathiswa’s father reluctant to listen.

It was the 1970s, times were changing. Johan’s father, Jaafar, had 
become aware of the plan of forced removals of blacks and coloureds 
in District six. Johann, outraged that he might never see Pathiswa again, 
left home to warn her, however it was too late. Police were rounding up 
thousands of people, people leaving their houses with their essentials, 
forced to pack away their whole life in a couple of hours before the 
bulldozers came. 

Phathiswa and her family fled to the outskirts of the city and managed 
to find a 2 room plot in the middle of the township of Khayelitsha. They 
vowed that their fight for justice would prevail. Phathiswa went on to 
become a freedom fighter.

Years later Apartheid ended, although that didn’t immediately set 
things into place, Pathiswa’s family were still living in Khayelitsha with 
only themselves and the 60 000 others left to tell their story. Today, 
Phathiswa is still fighting for the rights and justice for her and her 
people- longing to reclaim their stolen land. Johan returned to England 
and although they are miles apart, Phathiswa will still have a special 
place for him in her heart.

By using her voice, speaking up against this unfair removal she’s getting 
closer everyday to achieve her people’s goal. Those who have a voice, 
must speak for the voiceless in order for them to live their happily ever 
after…

Creative Writing
Nothing Yet
by Bubom Magakwe (Grade 10)

Land exploitation and the lack of 
compensation: by Mila Smith  (Grade 8)

Time is Up
by Daniel Schiff (Grade 9)
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Sport at The Settlers plays a very significant role as one of the main 
pillars of the balanced curriculum offered at the school. Organised, 
well-structured youth sport, together with on-going physical activity 
can provide huge benefits for children and adolescents. The positive 
experiences associated with an active lifestyle form an important part 
of healthy human development. Whereas some might consider sport to 
be a distraction from schoolwork, it involves memorization, repetition 
and learning, and cognitive development is enhanced by the rigorous 
discipline required particularly by involvement in team activities.

Our excellent sporting facilities include:
5 tennis courts, 1 swimming pool, 1 indoor basketball court, 6 outdoor 
basketball courts
1 astro and 1 grass hockey field, 2 rugby fields and 5 netball courts and 
two cricket pitches 

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE YEAR:
• The Inter-house Swimming Gala was, as has now become customary, 
held in the first week of the new school year. We were able to hold this 
event despite the severe drought which gripped the Western Cape. We 
were able to keep the level of the water in the pool topped up with 
borehole water which required copious amounts of chemicals due to 
the fact that water from that source is non-potable. The Inter-schools 
galas unfortunately fell by the wayside in the first term, however. Not 
only was our own pool very discoloured due to the high iron content of 
the borehole water, but our competitors’ pools also took a severe knock 
and WC Aquatics suspended all galas for the duration of the drought.

Results of the Inter-house Gala: Pringle won both the gala and the spirit 
cup. 

• The Inter-house Athletics meeting took place at the Parow Track again 
this year on a swelteringly hot day. Fourteen records were smashed, 
nine of them taken by Pringle House. Shaw won the Spirit Cup.

• At the Inter-schools Athletics meeting held at Green Point Stadium 
The Settlers took both the Cheerleaders Cup and the Spirit Cup, but 
the athletes came third, despite showing a massive improvement 
over previous performances. Ashton Ryan (under 17 Boys) and Joana 
Padre (under 19 Girls) received Victor and Victrix Ludorum trophies in 
their age groups. Fifteen athletes achieved Northern Zone colours and 
seven attained Western Province colours.  Chandon Adams and Ashton 
Ryan were selected to represent the Western Cape at the National 
Championships. Adrin Strydom represented Western Province in the 
biathlon and took the bronze medal.

• The Westerford- and Fairbairn-Settlers derby days were popular on the 
sport calendar, too. The relationship between the schools continues to 
be friendly and mutually beneficial in the way in which school spirit is 
enhanced.

• As always, the Settlers-Fairmont Contact was one of the most 
anticipated and popular annual events. The schools match each other 
across the board in all sport codes. A week-long celebration of what 
both schools offer and the healthy rivalry between them, culminated on 
the Saturday morning with the main sports fielding their first teams in 
a spirit of friendship. 

Sport
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Inter-house
Sports Day
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Inter-schools
Athletics
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Derby Days
Fairmont

Westerford
Fairbairn
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Sports’
Moments

Emmanuel Adisa
Adonai Mukoriro
Christopher De la Crouse
Kyle Jonkers
Menyam Ticha
Esther Uwamuranga
Shane Voges
Jingyu Weng
Ashton Ryan
Chandon Adams
Keegan Agulhus
Jenino Llinde
Triston Willenberg
Keesha Pretorius
Joana Padre
Cassidy Bosman
Kelsey Cloete
Roche De Wet
Emily Fortes
Deborah Musungu
Caitlyn Petersen
Kay Van de Merwe

Basketball
Athletics
Tennis
Athletics
Athletics
Basketball
Athletics
Basketball
Athletics
Athletics
Chess
Boys Hockey
Chess
Cross Country
Netball
Girls Hockey
Girls Hockey
Girls Hockey
Girls Hockey
Girls Hockey
Girls Hockey
Girls Hockey

represented WC at national event Dec 2017
WP team member at WC champs
Boys  U19 A  Western Cape Interpro team
WP team member at WC champs
WP team member at WC champs
represented WC at national event Dec 2017
WP team member at WC champs
represented WC at national event Dec 2017
WC at SA champs
WC at SA champs
WP participation  U/18, Protea colours u/20 International participation
u16A WP team     97
WP participation CWP U/18 for SAJCC
Western Province Metro team representation at Western Cape Champs
WP team
WP U18 N
WP U16 N
WP U16 N
WP U18 N
WP U18 N
WP U18 N
WP U16 N

Sport Achievement
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Seated: J Shin (Captain), Mrs E la Grange (Manager), Y Shin
1st Row: N Adams, J Weng

Seated: L Kanes, C Schroeder (Captain), Ms F Clark-Smith (Manager), 
N Kindo, T Jacobs

1st Row: D Schroeder, H Abrahams, B Scheepers, T Willenberg
Absent: K Agulhas

Seated: K Richards, E Uwamuranga 
(Captain), Mrs B Dyck (Manager), 

J Siljeur, E Manuel
1st Row: T Hercules, F Blanckenberg, 

J King, Z Sulliman, J Arendse, J Pienaar

Seated: A Mukoriro, A Jacobs, E Adisa, 
Mr P Jacobs (Managera0, J Weng, 

A Hendricks, S Pedro
1st Row: D Jantjies, Z Weng, N Nciza, J 

Joseph, C Fortuin, J Davey

BADMINTON 1ST TEAM 
BOYS AND GIRLS

CHESS

GIRLS’ BASKETBALL 1ST TEAM

BOYS’ BASKETBALL 1ST TEAM

Sport
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CROSS COUNTRY

RUGBY 1ST TEAM
Seated: N Schilder, A Slamie, J Coetzee, Mr J de Klerk (MIC), T Sherry (Captain), Mr J Sauls (Manager), C Prins (Vice-Captain), C Jacobs, C Swartz

1st Row: J Davids, A Abdullatief, S Dennis, J van Heerden, A Ryan, N Nyashanu, J du Toit
2nd Row: G Scheepers, P Nkayi, D Morkel, M Sungay, L van Eeden, T Maregele, M Kwatsha

3rd Row: S Tommy, A Bomeister, N Petros, L Booysen, D Visagie, L Homani, R Bergstedt

Seated: C Thyssen, N Andrews (MIC), C Dokwani (Boy Captain), B van Zyl (Coach), K Pretorius (Girl Captain), P Jacobs (Manager), C Adams
1st Row: R Khan, S Anthony, A Ngele, T Pillay, A Pillay, Y Mohamed, Z Britow, Z Abrahams, M Tibane

2nd Row: T Daniels, S Crawford, T Thompson, Z Pather, M McGregor, D Lamour, L Gabriels, B Mwamba
3rd Row: C Skosan, D Kamineth, M Bulose, M Bence, K Johnson, M Bence, J van Stavel, A Strydom, M Adams

4th Row: A Mukoriro, Y Mohamed, D Tomas, C Fortuin, I Phala
Absent: C Jacobs, J Africa, J Aganze, T van Wyk, L Hendricks, S Mahlonge, J Linderts

Sport
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CRICKET 1ST TEAM

Seated: T Gelderbloem (Captain), A de la Crouse
1st Row: Mr D Steenkamp (MIC)

Absent: Mr J de Klerk (Manager), Z Sigila, C Moheng, C Morris

Seated: Mr D Steenkamp (MIC), C de la Crouse (Captain)
1st Row: J Wells, R van Wyk, T Bester

Seated: D Visagie, H Hermanus, A Bomester, Mr E Damonse (Manager), D Morkel, J Davids
1st Row: C Swartz, K Cupido, D Medhurst, A Ryan, N Schilder, A Parker, M Kasker, A Parkar, T Maregele

GIRLS TENNIS 1ST TEAMBOYS TENNIS 1ST TEAM

Sport
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Seated: L van Beulen, M Hankey, 
Mrs L Abrahamse (Manager), 

J Esau (Captain), Mrs C de Vries (Coach), 
E Fortes (Vice-Captain), D Musangu

1st Row: R de Wet, K van der Merwe, 
C Petersen, J McCallum, J Nomdo, 

S Booysen, K Cloete, C Bosman, Z Jacob
Absent: Z Hans

Seated: D Thompson, K Bruce, T Villett, M de Silva, L Hans (Captain), Ms T Magson (Manager), L Jeftha (Vice-Captain), S Pedro, S Njoli, E May
1st Row: M-J Agulhas, I Parler, W Schuping, T Adriaanse, J Linde, M Jacks, J Davey, Y Ntonga, E Erasmus

Seated: K Bruce, T Villet, M de Silva, L Jeftha (Captain), Ms T Magson (Manager), L Hans (Vice-Captain), S Pedro, S Njoli, E May
1st Row: H-J Agulhas, I Parker, W Schuping, T Adriaanse, J Linde, M Jacks, J Davey, Y Mntonga

GIRLS’ HOCKEY 1ST TEAM

BOYS’ HOCKEY 1ST TEAM (WINTER LEAGUE)

BOYS’ HOCKEY 1ST TEAM (SUMMER LEAGUE)

Sport
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Seated: C Hendricks, 
C de la Crouse (Captain), 

Ms V Heslop (MIC), M Benjamin, A Carr
1st Row: T Bester, S Melville, M Moses, 

A Pockpass, F Lenting

Seated: C Niekerk, 
Mr G Nieuwoudt (Assistant Coach), 

N Adams (Captain), Mr P Haupt (MIC), 
S Wood (Captain), Miss T Magson (Coach), 

G Adriaanse
1st Row: B Hansby, J Adams, I Jacobs, 

G Fredericks, Z Brittow, J Valentine, 
H Jacobs, K Saunders

2nd Row: A Damonse, D Josephs, M Jones, 
E Jephta, J Adams, L Gabriels, K van Wyk, 

J Isaacs
3rd Row: Y Sungay,   M Bulose, T Jantjies, 

J van Stavel, A Strydom, J Frier, J de Stadler, 
R Butcher

4th Row: A Frantz, L Davids, M Omar, 
S Tommy, T Amos, PJ Josephs

NETBALL 1ST TEAM

SWIMMING TEAM

TABLE TENNIS 1ST TEAM

Seated: L marsh, K Siljeur, 
Ms C Cogill (manager), J Padre, L Bull

1st Row: M Nyman, Z Sulliman, Z Sigila, 
J King

Sport
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Seated: L Hans, L Naidoo, Mr H Smuts (i/c), 
N Kitty (Captain), J du Toit

1st Row: J Ackers, L Raker, L Diedericks, L Booysen

INTER-SCHOOLS CHEERLEADERS

BAIN HOUSE COMMITTEE
Seated: M Nyman, L Booysen, Ms C Cogill, 

L Diedericks, D Visagie
1st Row: M Hankey, N Hendricks, J Daniels, 

D Sebastian, H Hermanus, A Fortune

PRINGLE HOUSE COMMITTEE
Seated: M Fortuin, L Raker, 

Miss P Festile (i/c), L Hans, N Kitty
1st Row: Z Jacobs, J van Stavel, L van Eeden, 

J Abrahams, C Petersen, N Pharo

SHAW HOUSE COMMITTEE
Seated: C Peters, J du Toit (Captain), 

A Augustyn (House Master), L Naidoo (Captain), N Schilder
1st Row: J Esau, C Swartz, M Wardle, Y Sungay, K Diedericks

Sport
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ATHLETICS TOP ACHIEvERS
Seated: A Mukoriro, C Adams, Mr I Abrahamse (Manager), Mrs S Basheer (MIC), A Ryan, K Jonkers

1st Row: J Witbooi, S Smith, B Abrahams, K Zinn, J Wilson
2nd Row: I Parker, J Padre, N Mathabela, N Nyashanu

Seated: S Opperman, L Marsh, 
Mrs H Nieuwoudt (Manager), L Johnston, 

Z Kleinhans
1st Row: K Diedricks, J Leukes, A Jones, 

A Cupido, L Rhodenburg, T Hendricks

SOFTBALL
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Inter-house
Gala
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 —introduction —
At The Settlers every learner counts and the wellbeing of our entire 
family of parents, teachers, non-academic staff and learners, is 
very near and dear to our hearts. The Deputy Principal, Mrs Hall, 
heads this pillar of school life and deals with the joyous moments of 
celebration of success, the counselling that accompanies nipping anti-
social behaviour in the bud, attending to pshychological and physical 
needs as they manifest themselves and the meting out of appropriate 
disciplinary sanctions where the code of conduct and good behaviour 
is breached. All of this is done with the utmost love and compassion 
and the learner leaders are a vital component of this aspect of school 
life.

Over the past few years a new dimension of learner leadership has 
been developed which is educationally sound. Learners and teachers 
participate in a democratic process of selection of Prefects who elect 
their own Executive. The Statutory body representing learners on 
the Governing Body, the RCL, is selected only on the strength of a 
learner vote. Teachers and non-teaching staff are also independently 
represented on the Governing Body which has the weight of the SA 
Constitution behind it and is the ultimate executor of good governance 
at the school. The inherent tension between Prefects and RCL has 
dissipated as both these bodies have settled into their very distinct 
roles and perform their respective duties with an admirable degree 
of co-operation and effectiveness. The School Council on which all 
leadership segments are represented, is able to engage with the most 
complex of issues and it is splendid indeed to witness how democratic 
principles have come to be embodied in the woof and warp of this 
school.

The following are some aspects of school life overseen by the pastoral 
pillar on which the school so heavily leans:

• Peer ounsellors
• The Codes of Ethics and Conduct
• Professional counselling
• Social responsibility outreaches
• Grade activities, interaction and discipline
• Job shadowing
• Inter-disciplinary activities
• Drug testing and addressing breaches of the code and the law
• Projection of The Settlers brand.

In this chapter there are photographs which reflect the significant 
impact of the dedicated work  of the entire Pastoral team. This is one 
of the good news aspects of school life which, because much of it deals 
with individuals and their development, is often not highly visible. The 
impact is, however, the longest lasting as it forms the foundation of the 
solid, responsible citizens the school sends into the world of academia, 
sport, work and politics in our vibrant developing country. The Settlers 
breeds responsible, well-adjusted adults who make their indelible 
mark as significant citizens.

Pastoral
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RECYCLING COMMITTEE

BLOOD PEER PROMOTERS

FUND RAISING COMMITTEE

FIRST AID
Seated: K Goodall, S Furst (Chairperson), Mrs M Biet (i/c), 

E Fortes, L Kanes

Seated: A Bukasa, Mrs E la Grange (i/c), G Lamour (Chairperson)
1st Row: G Rena, J Shin, U Rena (Vice-Chairperson)

Seated: M Mouton, C Schroeder, Ms T Magson (i/c), N Adams, 
S Crrawford

1st Row: K Dilgee, C Petersen, D Brown, K Stoffels, I Parker

Seated: J de Klerk, Mrs A van der Berg (Bursar), Mr E Damonse (i/c)
1st Row: C Moses, M Bence, E Manuel, S Pedro, C Manuel

FLAG MONITORS
Seated: K Saunders, Mrs S Gallie (Principal), T Daniels

Seated: M Stoffels, S Tommy (Chairperson), Ms T Magson (Grade 
Head), G Lamour (Vice-Chairperson), A Bowie

1st Row: S Crawford, K Richards, A Mukoriro, L Lourens, Z Sulleman, 
S Furst 

MATRIC COMMITTEE

Pastoral
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PEER COUNSELLORS
Seated: G Lamour, S Demas, J Daniels, 
Mrs L Abrahamse (Facilitator), M Wardle, 
R Jeptha, L Ndolela
1st Row: N Bosman, J du Toit, 
A Hendricks, L May, M Daniels, M Sprout
Absent: D Muya, N Cook, S Crawford

Seated: J van Stavel, 
J Jacobs (Chairperson), 
Mr I Abrahamse (i/c), D Musangu, C Prins
1st Row: V Kussie, J Lewis, S Dennis, 
C Fortuin, N Kippie, M Mouton

SAFETY TEAM

TExTBOOK MONITORS
Seated: S Anthony, K van der Merwe, 
K Richards, Mrs B Dyck, M Bence, T Dan-
iels, N Bosman
1st Row: N September, S Plato, U Rena, 
L marsh, S Opperman, D Musangu, 
J Lewis, A Bowie
Absent: Mr R Willis, S Abrahams

Pastoral
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2018
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My Settlers journey began a year prior to me actually joining this school. I had 
been doing well academically since primary school, but by grade 7, I had had 
enough. I no longer wanted to be smart, simply because it wasn’t cool. Most of all, 
I resented the fact that me attaining certain marks led to the people around me 
putting me into a box, and attempting to dictate who I should be and how I should 
act.  So I decided that high school would be a fresh start for me. No one needed 
to know about my past. I planned to keep a low profile and, like Hannah Montana, 
just be a normal girl. 

To cut a long story short, my plan did not quite work out as I had intended. As 
the year progressed, I realised that I had big dreams – none of which would be 
achieved by cowering away. 

Although this is a rather silly story, I would like to share two important lessons 
that I learned from it.

Firstly, you are doing yourself, your society and your God a great disservice by 
attempting to hide the potential that God has placed within you. Marianne 
Williamson once wrote: “Our deepest fear is not that we are inadequate. Our 
deepest fear is that we are powerful beyond measure. It is our light, not our 
darkness, that most frightens us.” Sometimes we refuse to share our light with the 
rest of the world, not because of our perceived shortcomings, but perhaps because 
we are afraid of being misunderstood. Or, maybe we fear that once people have 
seen a glimpse of our light – our potential – they’ll start putting pressure on us to 
perform. Whatever our fears may be, they stop us from reaching the stars and 
they rob the world of an amazing gift.

The grade 12s have indeed outgrown high school, but the implication is not that 
our growth ends here. If anything, today marks the beginning of our seasons of 
growing, of glowing and of shining. We were told on the evening of our matric ball 
that our grade has always produced the brightest stars. What I love about stars is 
that during the daytime, they aren’t hiding away. They are simply waiting for their 
time to shine.  Matrics, your time has come.

Marianne Williamson’s poem continues with: “Your playing small does not serve 
the world. There is nothing enlightened about shrinking so that other people won’t 
feel insecure around you.” Ladies and gentlemen, in a world filled with darkness, 
please do not hide your light. 

The second lesson I learned from my Hannah Montana phase is: when you are 

unhappy with people’s perceptions of you, you cannot merely expect them to 
change. You have to show the world all that you are capable of doing. I believe fully 
that each person here has the capacity to achieve whatever they set out to achieve. 
Don’t get me wrong; it will certainly take hard work and sacrifice. However, the 
good news is that you are more powerful than you realise. Troy Bolton and 
Gabriella Montez told us back in 2006 that we are soaring, flying, and that there’s 
not a star in heaven that we can’t reach. Understand that you are limitless and 
cannot be confined to any stereotypes.

These two lessons that I have learned along my journey have moulded me into 
the person I have become today. However, I am also immensely grateful to the 
individuals who have held my hand throughout my journey. 

Above all else, I give thanks and glory to God. In a world that is constantly changing, 
I am blessed to serve a God whose love for me and promises for my life remain 
unchanged. I am so thankful that God has carried me through the darkest times, 
and that He will continue to guide and bless me all the days of my life.

I would like to thank my family. From my grandmother, who is the sweetest person 
I know; to all my aunties and uncles, who never fail to remind me that I am going 
to become president one day; to my 3 siblings, who are my best friends and role 
models – all the way to my mother, my rock. Thank you for all the sacrifices you 
have made for me, Maman. You gracefully filled the role of both mother and father 
these last 2 years, and I know that Papa is proud of you right now, in the same way 
that we are all so proud and appreciative of you.

I would like to thank the teachers who taught me in a class, as well those who 
crept into my heart some other way. A special thanks goes out to my mentor, Mr 
Nicholls. Thank you for everything that you have imparted into my life, Sir. To Mrs 
Gallie – I commend you on the way you have taken the school to greater heights, 
Ma’am. Not only are you a visionary and a passionate leader, but you are also a 
mother figure. I am forever grateful for all the times you have reassured me of my 
own strength and reminded me to believe in myself. To Mrs Hall – there really is 
no one like you, Ma’am. Thank you for the support and guidance you have given 
the prefects this year, and the love you have shown to all the matrics you taught. 
Personally, I don’t think I could have made it through high school without you. 
Probably since grade 9, I have seen you as a safe haven. I am so grateful for you.
To Cameron – it has been a privilege for me to have witnessed your growth over 
these past 5 years. I am incredibly proud of the man you have become. Thank 
you for all the times you’ve motivated me and reminded me of my capabilities. I 
hope that in the future you have someone to help and strengthen you in the same 
way you have strengthened me this year. You are phenomenal, Cameron, and no 
one could ever forget you. I would also like to thank Anikah, Emmanuel, Jessica 
and Noel for journeying with me. It’s been an honour serving with you incredible 
leaders.

To the prefects – thank you for believing in me. Thank you for all the love and 
support, and for telling me when my jokes were too lame to be repeated in public. 
I hope that I have made you proud this year, because – day in and day out – 
that was my greatest mission. I wish nothing but the best for each of you. And 
remember, whenever you need me, I am really only one phone call away.

Thank you to all my classmates. Not only have I learned alongside you every day, 
but I have also learned from you all. I would especially like to thank my wonderful 
and dynamic Afrikaans class, from whom I learned new slang words every day; 
my history class, who really feel like family to me; and of course, my physics and 
register class – a class filled with stunning individuals with bright futures ahead 
of them.

Last but certainly not least, a massive thank you goes out to my entire grade, the 
phenomenal matric class of 2018. This year, we have cried together. There were so 
many moments of uncertainty and fear, but, by supporting one another and truly 
looking after each other, I am proud to say that we made it through and each of us 
is stronger than ever. I would love to tell you that you should not be afraid of what 
the future holds, but that isn’t quite true. Let me rather tell you that you should 
never allow your fears to stand in the way of you becoming the best versions of 
yourselves. 

There is a song that I fell in love with at our first Interschools back in 2014. In times 
of doubt, matrics, remember this song and think of how profound the words are.
Reach for the sky,
And hold your head up high,
‘Cause tonight and every night, we are superstars.
And don’t you be afraid.
Think of all the friends you’ve made.
‘Cause at Settlers High, you know we are good; we are superstars.

With that, I bid you farewell. Thank you, Settlers, for being such an important part 
of my life. I love you all.

Message from the Head Girl
Beatrice Mwamba
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Valedictory. An occasion many of us had to witness for the very first 
time on the ‘big screen’ in the Gilbert room to my left, where our 
thirteen/fourteen year old selves listened attentively as the class of 2014 
reflected on their 5 years at The Settlers high School before they parted 
with teary eyes. We knew deep down in our hearts, that one day it would 
be our turn, but what we did not know, was how soon one day would 
become right now. 

It gives me great pleasure, to stand before you in delivering this message 
this morning. I wish I was able to leave you with some wise philosophical 
lesson on the meaning of life, or an insight into the future, but all I 
have is a simple metaphor to share with you. Being a leader means that 
often, you are faced with difficult tasks that seem insurmountable. In 
my case in particular, fortunately it wasn’t public speaking or chairing a 
council meeting, Instead, it was something as simple as carrying a flag. 
On either side of me, you will see two pieces of material attached by one 
edge to a wooden pole. A single object that holds so much symbolism.
You are probably all confused as to how this task could possibly be so 
daunting. Let me enlighten you. I remember standing in the Webster 
Auditorium on the morning of the RCL induction, and I could barely 
get the Flag through the double glass doors leading into the Hall. As 
it was my first time, I was constantly reminded NEVER, under any 
circumstances, to let it touch the floor. As I proceeded through the aisle 
towards the stage, I kept Mrs Gordon and Mrs Gallie’s voice in my mind, 
and at the same time, being extra careful not to knock anyone out with 
the wooden pole. As soon as the flag was raised, I could heave a sigh 
of relief. This simple object had become a complex metaphor for the 
future and a symbol of what is yet to come for each and every one of us. 
You see, our hopes and dreams, like the flag, are often much bigger than 
us, and as we carry them on our journeys we allow doubt and negativity 
to turn them into one heavy burden, when instead, we should hold it as 
high as we can and never allow it to touch the ground. In doing this, we 
need to be mindful not to knock anyone else’s dreams down with our 
own. When the time comes, that we are able to raise them one day and 
reap what we have worked so hard for, it will all be worth it.

Just Imagine someone travelled back from the future and confirmed you 
achieved all your goals. You would not get disheartened, you wouldn’t 
give in to your fears and you definitely wouldn’t give up – no matter 
what happened. That’s exactly how you need to act. Act as if someone 
travelled back from the future and assured you that your success is 
inevitable. Act as if its certain and it will be. 

As we leave this hall today and part from the safe and secure 
environment, we once considered “big school” and head into an even 
bigger world, you would have probably forgotten most of what I’ve just 
said, but every single memory made within these walls will undoubtedly 
remain in our hearts forever. I hope that each and every one of you can 
say you have grabbed every opportunity this fine institution had to offer, 
with both hands. That you were present on the stands at interschool’s 
as we celebrated a win and Mr Smuts gave us a proud smile with the 
spirit cup in his one hand and a coke in the other, because he realised 
that when God created us, he added an extra bag of “gees”. We smiled 
because we knew that our Kerrie borrie masala, was truly kanala and 

above all, grateful that we wouldn’t have to sit on our haunches until 
next year. Five years have flown by in the blink of an eye, and what a 
privilege it has been to witness you all mature into young adults. Seated 
before this podium this morning, I see a future MVP, otherwise known 
as Emmanuel Adisa, Noluthando Kitty as the brand new presenter for 
Top Billing, I hear Joshua ‘bene’ du Toit’s voice coming through our car 
radio, six or so years from now as he takes over the breakfast show 
on Heart FM. I see entrepreneurs, in Juleiga Siljeur and Jordan Jacobs 
whose brownies were always sold out by CE period, Stacey and Jamey’s 
popcorn, and Khanyisa’s pin pops that kept us munching during the 
exam period. And of course, let us not forget Amienudien, who sold... 
Well, everything. With such diversity, and unique talents, it’s safe to say 
that WE ARE LEGENDS. 

In all that we have achieved, remember that without your family, the 
friends seated next to you and the God you believe in, you wouldn’t 
be here today. With this in mind, allow me to thank my family firstly, 
especially my mother, who has driven me up and down for the past few 
years and always ensuring that there was a hot plate of food waiting for 
me at home after a late night’s rehearsal. Mommy, there’s no way I can 
thank you enough for all the sacrifices you have made for me. I love you 
and appreciate you so much. 

To all the friends I have made, thank you for your contribution, support 
and endless laughter. You will remain a resident in my heart forever and 
ever. I love you all and wish you nothing but success for your future.

To Mrs Gallie, Mrs Hall, Mr Smuts and every single teacher, grade head 
and ground staff member; we are sincerely grateful for every one of you 
and the significant role you play in the functioning of this school. We 
love you so much, and appreciate all that you have done for us. 

To the RCL Body of 2018, a group of brilliant young minds that have 
the capacity to transform dreams into a reality, I wish you nothing but 
the best on the rest of your journeys in high school. Beatrice, Cameron, 
Jessica and Emmanuel – what an enriching experience it was for me to 
work closely with the phenomenal leaders that you all are.

To Khanyisa, the queen of politics, you were not only a secretary; you 
taught me the value of standing up for what you believe in. I love you 
very much and I can’t wait to see you leading our country one day. 

To my ‘parrie’ and my co-pilot, Noel, I appreciate your faithfulness and 
passion in everything that you do. Thank you for always keeping me 
level headed and always-sharing one 1 of your 8 slices of bread with me 
every day. Not only are you an award winning dums partner, a beast 
on the rugby field and as we witnessed on the night of our matric ball, 
an excellent waltz partner, you also showed me the true meaning of 
kindness as your golden heart manages to bring a smile to anyone’s 
face. Every moment on this journey with you has been priceless, it has 
truly been an honour to serve alongside you, I love you very much and I 
wish you God’s richest blessings. I also expect Box tickets to every game, 
when you are representing our country in Green and Gold one day. 

Lastly, to Athi. I wish, from the bottom of my heart, that you were here 
today to share this day with us, and to see the tremendous impact your 
life had on each and every one of us. You managed to bring us closer 
than ever as a grade, and we thank you for it. You will live on forever in 
our hearts. Happy belated birthday, we love you always. 

To the class of 2018, this is it. Keep your eyes on the stars and your feet 
on the ground. Love purely, honestly, and forgive faster, and remember 
that God’s grace is greater than your biggest regret. It’s going to be a 
bumpy ride, but you’ll be okay, Sometimes things have to fall apart to 
make for better things, so take what comes and embrace it for all its 
potential and don’t be afraid, as there is truly something out there for 
everyone. You can ask the universe for signs all you want, but ultimately 
we’ll only see what we want to see – when we are ready to see it. 

Five years later, I finally realize that time only flies when you are in the 
place that are meant to be, and that place is within these four walls.  
I wish you all the courage, strength, success and happiness for your 
future, Matrics. 

Until we meet again, The Settlers, I love you always. 

RCL Chairperson Anikah Fortune
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Kleinhans, Zoe Ledwaba, Tshepiso Maneveldt, Joshua Maneveldt, Joshua Manning, Joshua May, Emihle Mouton, Angela

Fortuin, Mia-Joy Fortuin, Nataly Jacobs, Clay Jiyane, Sanelisiwe Julius, Liam Kitty, Noluthando

Adams, Jethro Bomester, Aqeel Clark, Simone Cupido, ashleigh Davids, Jade De Silva, Mario

Nqose, Zuko Petersen, Amber Philander, Jared Richards, Keasha Ryan, Ashton Shin, Yubin Shirley Silinga, Atenkosi

Slamie, Aghmad Stemmet, Moegamat 
Shakeel

Terblanche, 
Shaakirah

Uwamuranga, Esther Villet, Tyler Weng, Jingyu Wood, Stacey

Matric Class 12 AN
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Canfield, Devon Carr, Ashurah Cupido, Nakita Daniels, Miqual Devereux, Gabrielle Diedericks, Lauren-
Lee
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Abdullatief, 
Amienudien

Abdurahman, Seth Ackers, Jade Adams, Nicholas Bartlett, Cleo Benjamin, Mischa

Mukoriro, Adonai Nkayi, Phetokuhle Oliphant, Toni-Jade Opperman, Sarah 
Jaynne

Paul, Lusanda Schroeder, Chad Sizani, Mihlali

Frier, Joshua Gouws, Zarah Hendricks, Aidan Isaacs, Gheta Leonie, Mickayla Lewis, Tamia Moses, Marlon

Somciza, Zizipho Stoffels, Michalin Swartz, Caleb Syme, Fidel Thomas, Kim-Lee Van Beulen, Lakeeta Van Wyk, Keziah

Matric Class 12 AU
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Booysen, Shallecke Coetzee, Jamie Crawford, Sidney Damon, Courtney De La Crouse, 
Christopher

Dirk, Marcelle

Moheng, Camron Morris, Clarrisa Musili, Mike Ndolela, Loyiso October, Shaye Rena, Uday

Siljeur, Juleiga Tommy, Sachin Van Vuuren, Cadey

Adisa, Emmanuel Agulhas, Lauren Amon, Lee-Ann Arendse, Ahmed Arendse, Jessica Booysen, Luke

Dooling, Zoe Erasmus, Chelsea Furst, Summer Godi, Lulama Gusha, Lona Jacobs, Jordan

Matric Class 12 BT
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Johnson, Kristen Josias, Justin Khan, Muhammad 
Uwais

Landsberg, Tristin Majiet, Jiyaad Manuel, Eden

Pillay, Tercia Raker, Liam Scheepers, Gabriel Schilder, Noel Thompson, Darren Van Eeden, Luke

Esau, Jesse Hans, Liam Hendricks, Nina Heradien, Kiarah Isaacs, Khanyisa Jacobs, Anda

Morkel, Darren Mtila, Lelethu Napoleon, Shane Noorman, Shane Pepper, Julian Peters, Caitlin

Abrahams, Shireen Adams, Ambur Bougardt, Amy Bukasa, Anne Dirks, Ashley Dyers, Chesrin

Matric Class 12 DJ
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De Vries, Sade Diedricks, Kate-Lynn Du Toit, Joshua Fortune, Anikah Harker, Georgia Hendricks, Jaden

Nicholls, Jamey Niekerk, Cassidy Nocanda, Ziyanda Nyman, Mia Ockhuis, Lasca Pietersen, Hadley

Sanglay, Aglaak Snyders, Dean Van Harte, Cayleb

Abrahams, Jadon Adams, Zaahira Ariefdien, Shayne Bartman, Chelsea-
Leigh

Bester, Tanweer Blanckenberg, 
Firdous

Hermanus, Havelin Kanes, Lawren Melville, Sasha Miller, Lea Muller, Kate-Lynne Naidoo, Lindzay

Matric Class 12 LG
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Hudsonberg, Dillon Jacobs, Connor Johnston, Liche Lamour, Gabriella Lourens, Luke

Titus, Micaela Van Heerden, Joshua Van Uys, Tristan Wilton, Tristan Windvogel, Philip

Cook, Nabeela Corner, Erin Gelderbloem, Talitha Siphosethu, George Hankey, Micah

Lucas, Shane Mouton, Marcelle Ndudane, Nenekazi Roman, Ronique Sulliman, Zia

Adonis, Nicole Agulhas, Keegan Baloyi, Michelle Beukes, Odille Brooks, Matthew

Matric Class 12 LJ
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Leukes, Jessie Lyners, Aidan Marsh, Lindsey Mbolekwa, Naledi Mc Callum, Jamie-Lee Musangu, Deborha

Prins, Cameron Scheepers, Brett Shin, Jin Hyu Van Stavel, Jamie Lee Wardle, Melissa

Fick, Camryn Groenewald, 
Courtney

Jacobs, Tristan Jacobs, Zoe Jeptha, Roche Kindo, Nathan

Mwamba, Beatrice Nakidien, Mujaheed Njoli, Simamnkele Parkar, Abdul Qaadir Pedro, Stephan Petrus, Kerwin

Abrahams, Harrison Bruce, Keagan Demas, Shadelene Dokwani, Caleb Dreyden, Jamie Eley, Tristan

Matric Class 12 NA
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Saunders, Kyle Sebastian, Dylan Sias, Micaela

Sungay, Mohamed 
Yasin

Titus, Sergio Viljoen, Mikaela

Meyer, Tyler Myira, Zoe Ntini, Clarence Peter, Allison Petros, Ntsiki

Chen, Chi-En Cupido, Jayden Daniels, John Diergaardt, Megan Fortes, Emily

Adams, Genevieve Adriaanse, 
Mogammad Ghaneef

Baruwani, Divin Bull, Lauryn Cassiem, Mohammad 
Azhar

Matric Class 12 SJ
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Jeftha, Lance Kayembe, Marcella Kayembe, Sakina Padre, Joana Page, Jarod

Sonday, Afreen Titus, Simone Tremble, Amy Van Wyk, Ticara-
Chelsea

Visagie, David

Classens, Keanan Dorra, Robyn Gaskin, Eden Goodall, Kim Lynn Jacobs, Nataasha

Parker, Ashiq-Ali Parker, Raheema Petersen, Caitlyn Petersen, Christopher Pharo, Nicole

Aganze, Julia Bonze, Monique Bowie, Amber Brown, Abigail Buys, Chrystal

Matric Class 12 TC
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Today officially marks the end of your time at school. For the majority it was 
12 years some of us thought we would never get through. NOTE: the time you 
take to complete journey isn’t as important as actually completing that journey. 
I believe that the majority of us can relate that we went through that stage in 
primary school where you just wanted to finish school or be in high school. I 
don’t know why exactly, but the idea seems so nice at the time. Then when we 
came to high school, it wasn’t what we expected it to be. So we missed primary 
school.

Think of your friend group and the people you interact with right now. Did you 
see yourself interacting with them? In grade 8 none of us pictured ourselves 
with the people we are right now. You used to stay with the selected few people 
you knew, but once you started becoming comfortable with all the new faces 
around, that was the moment when you started defining yourself. As time 
passed people came while others left, there were laughs and cries, there were 
separations and formations, and there were fights and makeups. Now we sit 
here at the final curtain call feeling closer than ever before, feeling like a Family. 
For we all grew differently yet we are bonded by this force. This force shaped 
and developed us into individuals yet still made us grow towards one another. 
It allowed us to express and explore ourselves within a given framework. I think 
it is in this framework where we learnt to put our differences aside and develop 
a sense of family. I call this force the Settlers effect. This effect produces an 
experience that is unforgettable and unattainable. It is a once in a life time 
experience. You might not have enjoyed every moment, but we need to see 
those tough times as stepping stones and not obstacles preparing for the future. 
Remember you either define the situation or the situation defines you. 

Now I’d like to take a moment to thank a few groups and individuals for 
contributing to my life and the development of my character. First and foremost 
I’d like to thank the Lord for carrying me through school and for the blessing 
the Lord has bestowed on me. Then I’d like to thank my parents, Mommy and 
Daddy. Thanks for all the support and love you’ve shown me right through my 
school journey. Thank you for dropping and collecting me wherever I needed 
to be, whether it was super early or super late. Honestly I could have end up 
like one of the children in our street, but because of their guidance, hidings and 
stern talks I ended up where I needed to be. I remember back in primary school 
I had an incident involving a teacher and my mother was called. When I saw my 
mother she was in tears, so disappointed in me. When I came home she gave 

me probably one of the biggest hiding of my life. I never wanted to embarass 
my mother like that again. 

To the group who welcomed me in primary school and also walked the past five 
years with me. Thank you gents. It’s been an unforgettable 8 years with you 
guys. Filled with a lot of fun and laughter while not forgetting to stay on track 
and still put in the work. To Shane, Dylan, Luke, Liam Raker, Jadon and Jamie. 
This is it, we made it, from here on out we go our separate ways. Thank you for 
your tremendous contribution to my life.

To all my other genuine friends as well the people I had short but meaningful 
interactions with. I’d like to thank you for value you could add to my life. I’m 
a person that learns from others’ mistakes so never think you didn’t impact 
my life. For I was learning from you. Special Thank you goes out to Michalin 
Stoffels, Courtney Damon and Jamie McCallum. Thank you for being there 
through the good and bad times. Thank you to Beatrice, Jessica, Emmanuel, 
Anikah and Noel. Honestly I had a blast working with you. Beatrice, thank you 
for the constant check-ins and for always being willing to go the extra mile. Stay 
the soft-hearted, hardworking and amazing person you are.

My goal was always to inspire and add value. I’d more than often put you before 
me. I really hope I added value, inspired and motivated everyone I have ever 
interacted with to become the best version of themselves.

To all my teachers and those who’ve interacted with me. Thank you for the 
endless sacrifices and contributions you made to help shape and develop my 
understanding and for the necessary knowledge you have imparted to me so I 
could make it to this point. A special thank you goes out to Mrs Hall for being like 
a mother at school. Thank you Ma’am for the constant check-ins every week and 
for your willingness to assist even though you just had a child that made you 
super angry. Thank you for helping me become a better leader and for the life 
principles you have imparted to me. That certainly never will fade.

Last but certainly not least. To the rugby brothers. Thank you for an experience 
that is buried deep in my heart. Five unforgettable years. Thank you for the 
brotherhood we had going, I know it wasn’t easy on the field. We’d often shout 
at one another but it was because we wanted the best for each other. You guys 
are a truly amazing bunch. I really hope you guys left your hearts on the field 
because it’s not guaranteed you’ll play again. All the banter will definitely be 
missed. I salute you till we meet on the field again. Note if one of you make it 
one day don’t forget where it all started and with whom.

It’s the ones that have seen you at your worst, but accept your imperfections, 
that tattoo themselves on your soul and become unforgettable. 

To the class of 2018, if you would like this R50 note please raise your hand? 
*hands going up* I would give it to one of you, but let me first do this. *crumples 
note* who wants it now? *hands going up* just hold a sec what if I did this 
*drops note, steps on it and grind into the ground* Now who would still want 
it? *hands still going up*

You see class of 2018. No matter what I did to the money, you still wanted it. 
Why? Beause the value of it didn’t decrease. Many times in the past and it’s 
going happen in the future, our lives have been dragged through unpleasant 
situations, situations you thought you’d never come out of due to decisions you 
made and circumstances. You may have felt worthless, but just like the R50 you 
never lose your worth no matter what has happened or will happen to you. 

So dream big, don’t fear failure, chase your goals and take risks because the best 
way to accelerate your success is double your rate of failure. I also believe you 
don’t need to be academically inclined to achieve success or greatness all you 
need is one great idea or vision, passion and a lot of drive and willingness. You 
must be able to sacrifice what you are for what you will become.

In closing, The Settlers was just another stop along your life long journey, 
matrics. It’s now time to continue that journey, it’s time to write your own story 
and choose your own direction. 

A short story about the sun before I end.

Does the sun ask itself, “Am I good? Am I worthwhile? Is there enough of me?’ 
No, it burns and shines. Does the sun ask itself, “What does the moon think of 
me? How does Mars feel about me today?” No, it burns and shines. Does the sun 
ask itself, “Am I as big as other suns in other galaxies?” No it burns and shines. 
So today I encourage you as you go into the world to be like the sun: shine 
brightly regardless of what happens or what others think.

The Settlers High, the time has come; we are all eternally thankful for the many 
opportunities, but the matric tribe of 2018 has spoken. We’re out. Thank you.

Message from the Head Boy
Cameron Prins
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